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Proteins bind to other proteins efficiently and specifically to carry on many cell functions 

such as signaling, activation, transport, enzymatic reactions, and more. Proteins are sticky 

molecules and they bind to a variety of other proteins during their life. Determining the 

geometry and strength of binding of a protein pair is an important task in structural 

biology. The protein-protein docking problem is the task of predicting the correct 

geometry of a protein pair that is known to bind starting with approximate structures of 

proteins in isolation. When more than two proteins are involved in complex formation the 

problem is called protein assembly.  

This dissertation approaches the task of docking as a supervised learning problem. 

Models of interactions between proteins (energy functions) form the basis for docking 

algorithms. We discuss several strategies to design energy functions for docking with an 

emphasis on negative design in which incorrect geometries are presented to the algorithm 

that learns to avoid them. We propose learning algorithms based on Mathematical 

Programming and the Structural Support Vector Machine (Structural SVM). Docking 

problem differs from other applications of Structural SVM in that the task of finding 

cutting planes at each iteration is the most computationally expensive step and the 

incremental cost of finding multiple cutting planes is small. We use multiple cutting 

planes at each iteration of learning. We developed a parallel interior point method based 

solver to solve the quadratic programs arising in Structural SVM learning. The output 

space for docking is 6 dimensional and the experimentally measured structures of protein 



complexes have very low noise levels. We explore notions of fitness based on low 

dimensionality and low noise and provide extensions of Structural SVM learning 

algorithms for learning to dock. 

We present algorithms for protein-protein docking and protein assembly based on 

our energy functions and a discretization and comprehensive search of the space of 

complexes. The docking algorithm is based on generating possible geometries of the 

complex on a grid with the help of a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. The assembly 

algorithm is based on branch and bound procedure.  

Our work was constantly tested through participation in CAPRI (a world wide 

competition for evaluating protein docking algorithms). Our performance in CAPRI and 

further tests on independent sets confirm the significant capacity of the energy functions 

to recognize correct modes of interactions. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 
Cells are the basic units of life. Proteins are fundamental building blocks of cells. They 

execute most of cell functions [5]. Most proteins are linear polymers consisting of twenty 

chemical subunits called amino acids. Each amino acid is a molecule composed of four 

sub-groups – central carbon, amine, carboxyl and a side chain, with a general formula 

H2NCHRCOOH, the shared scaffold is referred to as the backbone, R is a side chain 

specific to each amino acid type. Amino acids chemically bond with each other linearly 

forming a chain. In most biological cases, this chain folds into a well-defined 3-

dimensional object giving proteins their specific shapes [6].  

The side-chains capture diverse sizes and chemical properties – some of them 

carry a positive charge, some a negative charge, some like to interact with water 

(hydrophilic), others hate water (oil-like, hydrophobic), some like Cysteine prefer to stick 

to each other (form covalent bonds).  The enormous diversity of protein shapes and 

functions emanate from these differences. The diverse physical and chemical properties 

of the side chains are the reason for the diversity of protein shapes.  

 In aqueous solution, oily residues aggregate forming cores devoid of water: this 

phenomenon is known as hydrophobic collapse, this considered as a major driving force 

for protein folding. The process by which the linear polypeptide chain folds into a well 

defined 3 dimensional shape is a question of active research. Most proteins follow a 

hierarchical process of folding [7] – short range interactions along the chain occur and 

form local substructures, long-lived substructures join to larger structural units  
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Figure 1 Common amino acids and their chemical structures 
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via non-local interactions in a hierarchical fashion.. While the true folding landscapes of 

proteins are being worked out [8-10], one can observe recurring structural patterns across 

the Protein Data Bank (PDB) : α -helix , β -sheet , 3-10 helix . These local structural 

patterns are referred to as secondary structures. 

Sequential segments of proteins that form globular units and by-and-large fold 

independently are referred to as tertiary structural elements. Structures of protein 

complexes and aggregates that result from assembly of multiple chains are referred to as 

quaternary structure. 

 

Figure 2 Organization of protein structure – secondary structural elements organize into tertiary structures 

that assemble into quaternary structures 

Proteins perform a variety of functions – channels, pumps, ropes, light sources, 

messengers etc. Some of them are tiny molecular machines with moving parts. The task 

of dissecting and reconstructing each of the thousands of protein machines that exist in 
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humans and across the tree of life is a huge challenge facing biologists in the post-

genome era.  

Protein Interactions 

The biochemical properties of proteins depend on their interactions with other molecules. 

In cells, most proteins are involved in multiple interactions with other proteins. Enzymes 

like acetylcholinesterase identify their substrates and aid their chemical modifications. 

Antibodies identify foreign entities (bacteria, viruses) and mark them for destruction. 

Proteins like actin associate with each other to form long filaments that form the skeleton 

inside cells. Proteins like crystallins attach to each other forming sheets that eventually 

form the lenses in our eyes. These interactions may create functional assembly [11-13], 

help in signaling [5, 14-16] and in subtle (allosteric) manipulation of protein activities.  

Proteins are sticky molecules and they stick with extreme specificity. Large-scale 

studies to map out interactions indicate that most proteins interact with at-least 6 other 

proteins during their lifetime. These interactions form a complex network that enables 

cell control of biochemical activities [17-19]. 

Diversity of protein interactions 

Protein-protein interactions are very diverse. In many cases they are also constantly 

dynamic. They form, dissociate and rebind as required by cell functions. Some lead to 

permanent complexes – e.g., Cathepsin (a protein complex that degrades other proteins, 

an important element of cell recycling), the genes of cathepsin constituents are 

continuous along the genome and they share the same promoter - they are regulated as a 

single gene. Under physiological conditions they would stay associated for days. Some 

are very weak – e.g., kinases and other enzymes that associate for a few milliseconds. 
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Enzyme-substrate interactions are typically very short lived because this enables the 

enzyme to have a high turnover rate (effect many copies of the substrate). The timescales 

of association are biologically significant and are under constant regulation by evolution. 

The lifetimes cover at-least eight orders of manitude [20] .  

The localization of interactions is equally diverse. Little less than half of the 

protein-protein interactions are between identical proteins forming higher oligomers. 

Most proteins find their partners in the same compartments in which they are active while 

others have to diffuse long distances before they find their partners. Protein interactions 

involved in forming the cytoskeleton or ribosome are ancient – they are present across the 

tree of life – there is huge sequence data to look for signals of interfaces resulting from 

the constrained evolution. Some interactions have evolved recently (or are currently 

evolving) e.g., between HIV integrase and reverse-transcriptase with proteins involved in 

T cell receptor signaling. 

This diversity is a reflection of the diversity of life itself; understanding the 

structures and evolution of interactions may engage scientists for a very long time. 

Modeling complex formation is therefore particularly challenging, and requires in many 

cases accurate prediction of weak physical forces and marginal binding. 

Experimental methods  

Most experimental methods for structure measurement start with a tens of milligrams of 

pure protein [21]. The process of getting to a purified protein is laden with assumptions 

and the chance of success for a single protein is 50% [22] assuming the protein of interest 

does not require assistance while folding and does not have extensive post translational 

modifications for activity.  The target gene is prepared in large quantities using the 
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polymerase chain reaction and introduced into a cell line (typically bacterium – E Coli or 

yeast – Saccharomyces cerevisiae) through a virus (the process is called transfection).  

Most often the target gene is concatenated with a promoter and a polyhistidine chain is 

added to the end of the protein. The optimal growth conditions for the transfected 

bacterium are determined and the bacteria are grown in large quantities (upto a few 

litres). The target protein is extracted from these mixtures through the polyhistidine 

chains and purified further using (a combination of) size, weight, charge, affinity to 

antibodies /other proteins.  

Once the sample is ready, structure measurement is attempted either through X-

ray crystallography or Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). X-ray crystallography has 

two major hurdles – first crystals of proteins need to be obtained – either through trial and 

error or through systematic exploration of different solution conditions (pHs, additives) 

through robotics. The second hurdle is the problem of phase determination – this is 

because diffraction patterns measure the intensity of light diffracted from the crystal. 

Mathematically the measurement is of the intensity of the 3D-Fourier transform of the 

electron density (structure). The phases at each position are required for inverting the 

diffraction patterns back to molecular structure. For small molecules the phases are 

determined by measuring diffraction patterns at multiple wavelengths / direct methods 

[23]. Protein structure determination typically involves using Selenomethionine (a rare 

amino acid similar to Methionine with Selenium in place of Sulphur) or other heavy 

atoms in the protein. It is easy to locate these heavy particles with high electron density 

using differences in diffraction patterns from the pure protein and the modified protein. 

These pivots are used in tracing the rest of the protein.  
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Nucleons (protons and neutrons) have spins, Atoms with odd number of nucleons 

have unpaired spins that result in a magnetic moment. These magnetic properties are 

exploited in NMR spectroscopy. Magnetic nuclei absorb radiation at a wavelength 

characteristic of their chemical environment. The transfer of magnetic energy between 

spatially adjacent spins is used to measure distances (establish contacts referred to as 

NOEs). Typically NMR spectroscopy is conducted with hydrogen atoms. Large proteins 

are frequently synthesized with isotopes (13C and 15N) to use them with NMR. The 

process can be thought of as exciting the sample at the frequency of the first spin and 

looking for emissions at the frequency characteristic of the second spin. Contact restraints 

obtained from measurements are used as distance constraints in modeling the structure of 

the proteins. The main challenge in NMR is inferring contacts from the emission 

spectrum. Overlapping peaks are difficult to resolve especially for large proteins. 

The process described so far is for the measurement of the structure of a single 

chain protein. Each step in the structure determination process could turn into a 

bottleneck – the protein may need cofactors/chaperones in order to fold into the active 

conformation, it may be very hard to crystallize, it may not be stable with multiple 

selenomethionine mutations. The experimental procedure though definitive is expensive 

and not always feasible. When close templates are present homology modeling is almost 

always used for structure investigation. 

Following the above logic, the success rate in obtaining pure binary complex for 

structure measurement is 25% [22]. And the number of protein-protein complexes is an 

order of magnitude more than the number of proteins [24]. If the structures of the proteins 

are known in isolation, partial measurements could help narrow down the structure of the 
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complex. For example – cross-linking, fluorescence, Cryo Electron Microscopy 

(CryoEM), Small angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS). Cross linkers are short reactive 

chemicals that form covalent bonds at their end points with residues on the surface of 

proteins. The residues involved in the crosslink could be deciphered for example using 

mass spectroscopy – the proteins are chopped into pieces at random points along the 

backbones, the chemical composition of the pieces are measured. The contact is inferred 

by looking at difference between the spectrum of the protein complex and measurements 

(/predictions) of the spectra of individual proteins.  

Cryo Electron Microscopy involves freezing a sample of protein complex and 

taking pictures of the sample. Each 2-dimensional image typically captures thousands of 

particles (particle = one molecule of the protein complex) in different orientations. 

Hundreds of thousands of single particle images (from different slices of the frozen 

sample) are used to build a 3-D model of the complex. The resolution of the method is 

limited by the amount/energy of electrons that can be shot through the sample without 

damaging the protein and the number of images that can be integrated into a 3D model. 

Resolutions of 4Å  are very difficult to attain for CryoEM models [25].  

The relation between the distances measured and the scattering angle is 

reciprocal. Large angles measure small distances in the specimen while small angles 

measure overall shape of the specimen. SAXS examines the X-Rays scattered at small 

angles by the specimen in solution to infer overall size and inhomogeneities in shape. The 

kind of information one typically gets from this measurement is if the complex is 

globular/has an elongated shape/ looks like a Y, etc. In combination with docking this 

method is very effective on protein complexes with unusual shape. 
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We have seen the costs and challenges associated with experimental methods and 

how some methods provide partial information about the structure. This information in 

combination with docking is being used more and more in determining structures of 

protein complexes.  

Computational methods 

Computational approaches are under active development to address different tasks related 

to unraveling the interactome. Some of these tasks are related and significant progress on 

one front leads to improvements on the other tasks as well. 

Predicting interactions 

The task is to predict if two proteins are involved in a biological interaction or not. The 

main utility of this task is to provide hypotheses on which protein-pairs to investigate for 

interaction. The methods are more useful if this prediction can be made from sequence 

information alone. Bioinformatics methods for this task are based on examining co-

regulation, co-expression, co-localization and co-evolution.  

Physics-based methods for this task target predicting the absolute binding energy 

of a pair of proteins – this is the amount of energy released when the partners associate to 

form the complex. This problem is harder than the problem of structure prediction and 

only recently there has been progress on this front [26]. 

Predicting interfaces 

The problem is to predict residues involved in the interfaces with different kinds of 

substrates. Knowledge of the binding sites would be useful in understanding functions of 

proteins – Zinc binding? DNA binding? GTP binding? what is the nature of the binding 

site? is there regulation of binding? 
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Unusual shape characteristics – large cavities and other physico-chemical 

signatures have been effective in identifying small molecule /nucleic acid binding sites on 

proteins. The methods had mixed success for protein-protein interfaces. Proteins are 

involved in multiple interactions – half the surface is involved in sticking to other 

proteins. While hydrophobic packing stabilizes most protein interiors, protein interfaces 

are different; some are hydrophobic, while salt bridges and hydrogen bonds stabilize 

other interfaces. Most often knowledge of the partner is necessary to boost interface 

prediction.  

Predicting hotspots 

Not all residues in the interface actually stabilize the complex. Some residues are part of 

the interface because the fold constrains them to be close to the interacting residues. To 

understand the evolution of interfaces and/or loss of interactions upon mutations it is 

important to identify the main contributors. Hotspots are those residues in the interface 

whose mutation/deletion lead to large loss in binding affinity. In many cases hotspots 

have not been recognized despite knowing the structures of protein complexes.  

Protein Docking  

The protein-protein docking problem is the task of predicting the correct geometry of a 

protein pair that is known to bind starting with approximate structures of proteins in 

isolation. The starting structures are of the proteins in isolation or homology models, 

therefore approximate. The geometry should be in agreement with direct experimental 

measurement. The docking problem encompasses the task of predicting interfaces. 

Predicting interfaces can be considered as an important subtask in docking.  
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Knowledge of the principles governing binding affinities would greatly aid 

docking as well as the prediction of hotspots. Progress on any of these tasks would 

broaden understanding of the principles of protein association and enrich the other tasks.  

Information Integration 

Knowing a single residue in the interface greatly reduces the search space involved in 

docking; knowing two residues are close to each other in the complex (form a contact) is 

more valuable. Leading protein docking algorithms by themselves provide a set of 10 

models that contain a good prediction half the time (they can be considered as 50% 

accurate). Even partial experimental evidence can greatly enhance the accuracy. Methods 

that successfully integrate partial experimental evidence with protein docking and 

modeling algorithms have been developed recently (Haddock [27], structure of nuclear 

pore complex [28], SAXS + docking). The biological community is employing this 

integrative modeling approach increasingly for determining structures of large 

assemblies.  

The focus of this thesis is the development of methods for protein-protein 

docking. We expect progress made on the basic problem would enrich the integrative 

modeling approaches. 

ProteinProtein Docking 

The protein-protein docking problem is the task of predicting the structure of protein 

complex from the structures of the constituent protein pair. When more than two proteins 

are involved in complex formation, the prediction problem is referred to as protein 

assembly. Protein docking comes in different flavors (typically governing the level of 

difficulty) – the partners behave as rigid bodies and the association follows a lock and 
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key assembly, the partners behave mostly as rigid bodies but the side chains rearrange 

themselves upon complex formation, the partners bend/twist and lock in on each other, 

one or both proteins undergo significant unfolding and refolding upon docking (some 

complexes are believed to be a result of simultaneous folding and binding) [29].  

 We work mostly under the framework of rigid body approximation. For proteins 

where a hinge or a twist degree of freedom can be identified a-priori, we can also handle 

those degrees of freedom. We assume most proteins have retained their shapes over the 

course of evolution - there is reason to believe that shape is the major determinant of 

protein complex formation and rigid docking might cover a large number of cases. 

Understanding the simpler problem of “rigid docking” would help us find our footing 

before we dig deeper into the principles of protein conformational changes and the 

changes induced during docking.  

 

Figure 3 The spectrum of docking – (a) rigid body docking (2ptc), (b) hinge and twist motions (2bbm), (c) 
partial folding upon docking (1kbh) and (d) peptide docking (1ce6) 
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We differentiate between two cases: (i) bound and (ii) unbound docking. In bound 

docking we consider a complex of two protein chains with a known structure. We 

separate the complex to two chains and attempt to re-assemble them.  Since the two 

chains are taken directly from the complex there exists at least a single docked complex 

in which the fitted geometry is excellent. The second case of (ii) unbound docking is 

more complicated. We are given the structures of the two isolated chains and are told that 

these proteins form a complex. However, the structures at hand are approximate. The 

atomic positions, taken from the experimental structures of the separated chains (or 

homologous structures), are not necessarily the same as in the complex. Side chain 

geometries and tertiary conformations adjust during complex formation and can cause 

significant deviation from the initial structure. Therefore bound docking (case (i)), for 

which rigid modeling of the individual chains is exact, is considered easier than unbound 

docking (case (ii)). 

In actual applications we do not have the structure of the complex (if we had it, 

we did not have to predict it) and only unbound docking is relevant. Bound docking is 

used to assess new algorithms and learn energy parameters by presenting to a program 

cases that carry unusually strong signals. For an algorithm to be successful it must (as a 

minimum) solve these easy cases. Despite the significant differences in difficulty, 

docking of type (ii) is handled in a similar way to case (i). We dock rigid models of the 

proteins, allowing for larger errors during the process for unbound docking, with the hope 

that the differences between the bound and the unbound structures are not so large as to 

diminish the signal completely. Adjustments of complexes of type (ii) to more relaxed 
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and chemically sound structures are done for a small number of candidates identified 

earlier. 

There are three main decisions in designing a docking algorithm. The first is the 

issue of representation – how do we represent proteins? What kind of relaxations of 

proteins do we allow? What is the search space? Which region of the protein docking 

spectrum are we targeting?  The second is the scoring function – define best 

configuration? What is the functional form? How to parameterize? Does the function 

separate the native from non-native conformations? Can the score be computed 

efficiently from the representation? The third is the search algorithm – how are we going 

to find the best configuration? Do we enumerate? Branch and bound? Divide and 

conquer? Sample stochastically with Monte Carlo procedure? 

These decisions are not independent. The scoring function should capture enough 

features to identify the native, the representation directly restricts the scoring functions 

and dictates the search procedure. We make improvements in representation and search 

algorithm (particularly protein assembly), and we provide new approaches to design 

scoring functions.  

There are two major approaches for docking based on the decision to account for 

flexibility – rigid body docking and flexible docking. Rigid-body docking algorithms 

assume that the proteins primarily stay rigid during association and search the space of 

rigid body transformations   SE 3 . Flexible docking algorithms depend on identifying 

dominant motions of protein in solution. For motions that can be represented as a hinge 

bent motion or a twisting or two domains relative to each other, Sandak et al. [30] 

provide an efficient docking procedure that heuristically maximizes a shape 
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complementarity score.  For motions that lead to small number of alternate 

conformations, most groups account for protein flexibility by docking these alternate 

conformations.  

Physicsbased potentials 

The laws of Physics for molecular interactions at room temperature have been worked 

out almost a century ago, one could take a purist approach to docking by simulating the 

underlying physics. While we have an understanding of the potential energy, the 

conformation assumed by a protein complex under physiological conditions is that of 

greatest thermodynamic stability or lowest Gibbs free energy. Gibbs free energy is a 

measure of the potential for spontaneous change at a given temperature and pressure; the 

lower the free energy, greater the stability of the system. The exact expression for the free 

energy involves an average over the coordinates of all the particles that the protein 

interacts with - in particular water. For protein systems, with tens of thousands of atoms 

& hundreds of thousands of electrons it is difficult to express this entity in a single 

functional form. For most quantum mechanical models for the free energy, the average is 

impossible to compute in practice.  

The goal of physics-based potentials is to parameterize the potential energy and/or 

the free energy in terms of functional forms that capture the physics closely, fit them 

against a large number of experimental observations and extrapolate the energy surface to 

new systems. The design decisions/tradeoffs involved in choosing functional forms and 

parameterization schemes to work with are verifiability (does the model make predictions 

on new systems that map to experimental observables), accuracy (when the model 

predicts observables, do the predictions actually match the observations) and efficiency 
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(can the potentials be computed quickly). These tradeoffs are constantly under debate in 

the chemistry community. A typical functional form used for simulations of proteins is 

the following: 

 

Etotal = Ebonded + Enon−bonded

Ebonded = Kl (l−leq )
2

bonds
∑ + Kθ (θ−θeq )

2

angles
∑ + Kφ (1+cos(nφ−γ ))

torsions ,n
∑

Enon−bonded = (
Aij
rij
12 −

Bij
rij
6 )

1≤i< j≤N
∑

vdw
  

+ (
qiq j
εrij

)
1≤i< j≤N
∑

electrostatics
  

 
(1.1) 

where chemical bonds are modeled as a combination of linear and angular springs and a 

torsion potential that constrains twisting motions around bonds. The electrostatic energy 

is directly proportional to the charges of the atoms and inversely proportional to the 

distance between them. The 6-12 potential is an approximation of interaction between 

two neutral atoms. Two neutral atoms attract each other because each nucleus polarizes 

the electron cloud of the other atom, induces a dipole and the dipoles attracting each 

other. Atoms occupy volume and they cannot penetrate each other beyond a point (the 

potential is extremely repulsive at short distances). The parameters are determined 

through a combination of quantum mechanical calculations and fitting to experimental 

measurements of bond dissociation energies and solvation energies. 

The above model is fairly standard model for studying protein motions along with 

the water molecules in the vicinity. If we are interested in computing the energy of a 

protein in a given conformation, we have to compute a Boltzmann average over the 

organizations of the water molecules around the protein in the target conformation. This 

average is expensive to calculate. So the modeling effort went towards dropping the 

water particles but incorporating their effect on the interactions between atoms in the 
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protein. The model does not assign correct energies for hydrogen bonds (hydrogen bond 

is attractive interaction between a hydrogen atom covalently linked to an electronegative 

atom with a partial negative charge with another electronegative atom belonging to 

another molecule or functional group) – hydrogen bonds involve directionality in 

addition to charge interactions, significant effort is being made in modeling these effects 

with simple functional forms [31].  

From the physical viewpoint, one could approach the problem of potential design 

is in terms of levels of accuracy. For example in virtual ligand screening, a crude 

approximation of Van der Waals and electrostatic energies is used as a first step in 

looking for ligands that interact with the protein of interest at the target binding site. The 

goal of this step is to retain good binders along with potentially many more non-binders. 

A more accurate version of the energy function is used at the second stage with hydrogen 

bonding, water effects to sieve out the non-binders. In some cases a third stage of 

quantum mechanics based terms for allowing the charges at the interface to rearrange in 

response to the local chemical environment along with explicit inclusion of a few water 

molecules is used to improve the accuracy of modeling. The later stages of docking are 

referred to as rescoring and refinement problems. Such multi-step procedures are 

common in protein-protein docking algorithms [32]. We also follow such a design for the 

docking procedure.  

Knowledgebased potentials 
 
The knowledge used in these potentials is the structures of proteins measured till date. 

 Knowledge-based potentials address a more limited problem, here in contrast to physical 

energy functions we only care about the native conformation having the lowest energy, 
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we do not care how the incorrect conformations are related to each other as long as they 

are all above the native. We are not trying to fit the energy surface at all points, we are 

only retaining the energy differences between the native and the rest.  

 Knowledge-based potentials do not predict the same kind of observables / 

verifiables as physical potentials. When designed to recognize native structures, the 

potentials may not provide information on binding energy. So how does one measure the 

accuracy of these models? The same way computer scientists and statisticians have been 

defining better in machine learning i.e., is the scoring function tight on the training set? 

how does the scoring function perform on new cases? 

One of the more popular models of deriving knowledge-based potentials for 

protein folding is the log-odd ratio or a statistical potential [33, 34]. In this design the 

structures of the proteins are examined and probability densities for observing certain 

distances between amino acids are computed. The energy of interaction is given by a sum 

of pair interactions U = Wα i( ),β j( ) rij( )
i> j
∑ . The indices i, j  denote positions of the amino 

acids (or other particles) along the chain, and α,β  are in the indices of particle types.  If 

the geometric center of an amino acid side chain type α is rg  the potential of mean force 

between a pair of amino acids is estimated as  

Wαβ rαβ( ) = − log
Pαβ rαβ( )
Pαβ ,ref rαβ( )

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

      rαβ = rαg − rβg  (1.2) 

where P rαβ( )  is the probability of observing a distance, rαβ , between the two amino acid 

types α  and β , anywhere in the learned set. Pαβ ,ref rαβ( )  is a reference distribution of a 

model expected by chance. For example it can be a product of probabilities: The 
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probability for a distance between any two amino acids times the probabilities of 

observing amino acid α  and β , i.e., Pαβ ,ref rαβ( ) ≈ PαPβP r( ) .  

 Statistical potentials do not directly address the problem of docking. It is difficult to 

express a functional form maximized by these procedures. They look at correctly docked 

proteins and highlight contacts that occur more often than is expected in chance 

encounters. Nevertheless they have been useful in understanding the dominant 

interactions in proteins and protein interfaces.  

 The next generation of approaches to potential design for protein folding explicitly 

maximize the energy gap between the native and the decoys. The idea was that potentials 

that score the native better than decoys for a large number of proteins are good. The 

potential design problem is casted as an optimization problem with different ways of 

expressing the separation attained by a potential. Explicit generation of all conformations 

of a protein is infeasible, all the methods work with a sample of decoys. For scoring 

functions linear in terms of the parameters, Goldstein et al. [35] maximize the ratio of the 

average separation between the native and the decoys to the fluctuation in scores of the 

decoys. Let   U ( x ;w )  denote the score of configuration  x , it is expressed as a linear 

combination of features   fα ( x ) , 
  
U ( x ;w ) = wα fα ( x )

α
∑ . Let  xn  and  xd  denote a native 

conformation and decoy conformation respectively.  U n is used to express the score a 

native conformation   U ( xn ;w );  U d is used to express the score a decoy conformation 

  U ( xd ;w ) . The optimization problem solved was  

OPGoldstein : 
  
w*= argmax

w

(<Un −Ud >)2

< (Ud − <Ud >)2 >
= argmax

w

( Aw)2

wT Bw
 (1.3) 
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where  A  is the matrix of differences in features between the native and decoy,  B  is the  

matrix of differences from average in features of a decoy. The solution has the closed 

form equation   w* = B −1 A . x* = argmin[ f (x)]  is a notation to indicate   x* minimizes the 

value of the function f (x)   

 Minry and Shakhnovich [36] optimize the harmonic mean of Z-score of the native 

conformation (
  
Z =

U n − <U d >
σ (U d )

, negative scores better). Given a collection of decoys 

for M proteins, the optimization solved was 

OPShakhnovich : 

  

w*= argmin
w

M
1

Zm1≤m≤M
∑

 
(1.4) 

the non-linear target function was minimized approximately using Metropolis Monte 

Carlo search in the parameter space. 

 Most recent approaches to potential design determine the scoring parameters 

through constrained optimization. Tobi et al. [37] and subsequently Wagner et al. [38] 

derived contact potentials through linear programming explicitly imposing constraints 

that the native score better than all decoys.  

LPWME : 
  
w*= argmin

w
( w

1
+C η

1
)  such that U Xn;w( )−U Xd ;w( ) +ηnd > ρ ∀n,d  (1.5) 

where  ρ > 0  was a constant used to determine the scale of  w , η  was used to account for 

cases where the native had worse score than decoys,  C  was used to trade off sparsity of 

parameters with fitness of the model. 
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Structural SVM 
The problem of designing potentials for docking/folding can be thought of as encoding 

the sequence to structure mapping present in existing structures so as to be able to predict 

new structures. The problem of learning mappings has been investigated extensively in 

the machine learning and statistics communities. The problem of potential design maps 

closely to the problem of structured output prediction. Structured output prediction is the 

problem of learning to predict complex structured objects such as alignments, trees, 

rankings, matchings. There are two major approaches to learn associations that impose a 

separation between the observed/native output from all other possibilities – Conditional 

random fields (CRF) [39] and Structural SVM [40].  

 Conditional random fields seek to maximize the product of the conditional 

probabilities 

  

P( X / R ,L,w ) = e −U ( X n ;w )

e −U ( x ,w )

x
∑

.  R  and L  represent the structures of the 

proteins in isolation. The scoring function is interpreted as inducing a Boltzmann 

distribution on the output space. During docking, we know the structures of the proteins 

in isolation and the potential parameters and seek to maximize the conditional probability 

of the structure of the complex given this information. Potentials for docking have not yet 

been designed under this framework, the method has led to improvements in protein side 

chain modeling and refinement [41]. We are presenting the method in terms of the 

docking problem so that it gives an idea of the optimization problems solved for potential 

design. The objective function is   

OPCRF : 
  
w*= argmin

w
(1
2

wT w− K log P( X / R, L, w)
1≤m≤M
∑ )   (1.6) 
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where  K  is used to trade off sparsity of parameters with fitness of the model. The term 

“Conditional random fields” comes from the fact that we are maximizing the conditional 

likelihood – likelihood of the conformation of the complex given the structures of the 

individual proteins. The target function is a convex function of the parameters, which 

makes CRFs attractive for use in potential design for problems where the derivative 

 
∂OP
∂w

(which involves the partition function 
  

e −U ( x ,w )

x
∑ ) can be computed efficiently. 

Structural Support Vector Machines move beyond the requirement of scoring the 

native better than the sampled set of decoys or separating the native in a distributional 

sense. The optimization problem imposes constraints that the native score better than 

every other possible conformation (point in the output space). The optimization problem 

solved in the Structural SVM framework is 

QPstruct _ svm : 
  
(w* ,ξ* )= argmin

w,ξ

1
2

wT w+ C
M

ξi
i=1

M

∑  such that 

∀i,∀y∈ϒ \ yi,n :U(yi,n;w)−U(y ;w) ≥1−
ξi

Δ(yi,n , y)
  and   ξi ≥0  for all  i  

(1.7) 

where Δ  measures the cost of predicting  y  when the correct output is   yi ,n (native),  C  is 

used to trade off regularity of parameters with fitness of the model. The method will be 

described in detail when we describe the design of protein docking potentials under this 

framework. 

 CRFs and Structural SVM are very general frameworks to learn associations. 

They are very popular and widely used in the machine learning community. Problems of 

learning to thread protein sequences onto structures [42], prediction of disulphide bridges 

in proteins [43], natural language parsing [40], part of speech tagging [44], text 
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categorization [45], image segmentation [46], named entity recognition, classification 

with taxonomies and ranking [47] have been successfully approached in the max-margin 

framework. 

From a learning view-point, an advantage of physical potentials is the separation 

of types of input (the data to learn) from types of output (structures predicted). On the 

other hand, potentials that are learned from empirical structures recognize correct 

conformations with significantly less computational resources compared to physical 

energies allowing for more extensive search of the conformation space.  

Contributions of this Thesis 

We follow a multi-stage approach to docking. This requires two separate computational 

tasks: (a) search for plausible docked conformations in a rigid body space and (b) 

assessment of alternative complexes and rescoring. We allow for local conformations 

through a coarse grained representation of structures.  

In Chapter 2 we describe our first contribution to docking - an efficient and error-

bounded rigid-body docking algorithm.  

Our second contribution of (a progressive development of) discriminative 

approaches for deriving potentials for protein-protein docking is described in Chapter 3 

(linear programming approach), Chapter 4 (Structural SVM approach) and Chapter 5. 

Chronologically we studied the rescoring problem before addressing the docking 

problem. In Chapter 3 we describe linear programming based approach for designing 

docking potentials. The learning procedure and the choice of decoys lead to the 

development of a rescoring potential. In Chapter 4 we build further on discriminatory 

learning. We address the problem of capturing the global landscape of docking using 
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Structural SVM. Docking problem differs from other applications of Structural SVM in 

that the prediction problem and the task of finding cutting planes at each iteration are the 

most computationally expensive steps and the incremental cost of listing predictions in 

decreasing order of score is small. We incorporate large chunks of violations at each 

iteration of learning. We further build on the low dimensionality of search space in 

docking to learn with clustering (Chapter 5). Examining potentials extracted using 

alternate methods is of considerable interest. Firstly in evaluating the methods and 

secondly in looking for inherent features that are characteristics of the true potential. 

The development of parallelized interior-point algorithm based quadratic program 

solvers to handle the constrained optimization problems that arise in learning potentials is 

described in Chapter 4. 

In Chapter 6 we describe our approach to handle limited flexibility of proteins 

upon docking and protein assembly. 

Our work was constantly tested through participation in CAPRI (a world wide 

competition for evaluating protein docking algorithms). Our efforts in CAPRI are 

outlined in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 

Proteinprotein Docking Algorithms 

 
In this chapter we provide a short review of protein-protein docking algorithms. The first 

generation of docking algorithms are based on surface matching / shape complementarity  

– in order to pack large hydrophobic patches without taking up too much volume, protein 

interfaces really had to fit against each other. The next generation of docking algorithms 

are based on (approximately) maximizing a score function. We will summarize efficient 

procedures for computing different terms (functional forms) of the scoring function. We 

will then discuss our representations and approach to search.  

Related Work 
 
The three main decisions in design of a docking algorithm are representation, scoring 

function and search procedure. Docking algorithms differ in the choices made for each of 

these questions. Early docking algorithms were efforts to primarily capture shape 

complementarity – through grid representations and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

method [48] , through shape matching using geometric hashing [49] (Wolfson lab – 

Patchdock), more recently through 3D Zernike descriptors [50] (Kihara lab) and context 

shapes [51] (Zaki lab). The justification for chasing shape complementarity was based 

partly on the “Lock-and-Key” theory proposed in the last century to explain enzyme 

action [52] and the theory of hydrophobic collapse for protein folding – in order to pack 

large hydrophobic patches without taking up too much volume, protein interfaces really 
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had to fit against each other. These approaches had very few parameters (<=3) in their 

scoring functions that were most likely determined through exhaustive searches. 

 The second class of docking algorithms is based on including different elements 

of the interaction energy in addition to shape – electrostatics and chemical 

complementarity. Gray et al. [32] (Baker group - RosettaDock) use Metropolis Monte-

Carlo based minimization of the scoring functions. Gabb et al. [53] (Sternberg group - 

FTDock) work with the rigid body approximation, discretize the search space and score 

efficiently using FFT algorithm by approximating electrostatic potentials as convolutions. 

Chen and Weng (Weng Group – ZDOCK) [54] employed contact potentials through 

FFTs.  They use a non-pairwise approximation for the contact potential. Kozakov et al. 

[55] (Vajda group – Cluspro) use an eigen decomposition of the potential. They 

essentially use a low rank approximation of the interaction matrix (rank 2 and rank 4).  

 Most FFT based algorithms decompose   SE 3  into the translational space and 

rotational space. The search in the translational space is quickened using FFT but the 

rotational space is discretized using a grid and searched exhaustively. Ritchie et al. [56] 

use spherical polar transforms, the 6 degrees of freedom in   SE 3  are divided in 5 angles 

and an intermolecular distance. The protein shape and electrostatics are represented using 

spherical harmonics. The main idea is to pre-compute the overlap integrals between the 

spherical harmonic basis functions centered on the local coordinate systems of each 

protein. Conceptually, at each trial intermolecular separation  R , each protein is 

incrementally rotated using rotation angles  (β ,γ )  generated from icosahedral 

tessellations of the sphere , and a search over the twist angle,  α2 is performed. For a given 

partial orientation   ( R ,β1 ,γ 1 ,β2 ,γ 2 ) , the correlation in  α2  is expressed as a 1D Fourier 
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series, which was computed using 1D-FFT algorithm. 

 Other additions [57] to the FFT class of algorithms are based on observations that 

surfaces and electrostatic properties of molecules can be encoded using sparse 

representations (3D-FFT based docking algorithms use a straight-forward grid 

representation). Fourier transforms and convolutions can still be computed efficiently by 

using the Non-equispaced Fast Fourier Transform (NFFT) algorithm[58]. 

Approaches for docking based on template based modeling have been developed 

recently [59, 60]. These methods are based on the assumption that the set of known 

protein-protein interfaces is large, for some targets a similar interface might already be 

present in the database. Surface patches of the proteins involved in interaction are 

matched against the known interfaces, when simultaneous matches are found for both 

proteins they are docked in the orientation governed by the interface. The interaction 

space is far from covered, for any given complex there is a very low chance of finding a 

template. Nevertheless template based methods are useful as a first step in resolving easy 

cases for docking. 

We work with FFT-based approach for docking; our main focus is on designing 

an efficient and exact (error bounded) search procedure for a given scoring function. We 

use FFTs [61] for searching translational space and grid based searches of rotational 

space. 

Functional form for docking energy 

The energy function depends on the translation and rotation (or transformation) of one 

protein chain (L Ligand) with respect to the other chain (R receptor). We denote a 
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transformation by τ  (  τ = (t,u)  where  t  and  u  are the translation and rotation of the 

ligand respectively) and τ rj( )  are the transformed coordinates of particle j. 

U τ( ) =Uattr τ( ) + wrepul ⋅Urepul τ( ) + wα i, j( )nij ri j( )
i, j (i≤ j )
∑         rij = ri −τ rj( )  (2.1) 

Where U τ( )  is the total energy of the complex, as created with the transformation τ . 

Uattr τ( )  and Urepul τ( )  are attractive and repulsive components of the energy. The last 

term is a summation over interactions of pairs of amino acids. nij rij( )  is a function of the 

distance between particles placed at different protein chains. Following Tobi and Bahar 

[62], we use 20 side chain centers of mass (
cntd ) and the backbone carbonyl oxygen and 

amide groups (bkbn ) as different particle types. The parameter wrepul  determines the 

strength of the overall repulsion. The coefficient wα i, j( )  determines the strength of the 

interaction type α  of particles i, j( )  - the potential is independent on the positions of 

residues given their types. We provide below the explicit functional form of these sub-

energies. 

Vdw attraction and repulsion 
Initial approaches to shape complementarity using FFT [1, 48, 53, 63, 64] were based on 

defining shells of various sizes around the surface of each protein and discretizing them 

on a grid. For a translation and rotation the overlap between the translated and rotated 

shells of the ligand and the shells of the receptor are computed and the shape 

complementarity is quantified as a linear combination of these overlaps. The final 

expression for the score is discontinuous. We start from a smooth functional form and 

design a procedure to evaluate it.  
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The total interface vdw energy of a complex when the proteins are docked 

according to transformation τ  is Evdw
exact (τ ) = Vij (rij )

i=1, j=1

NR ,NL

∑  where rij =| ri −τ (rj ) |  and 

Vij (rij ) = 4Dij (
σ ij
12

rij
12 −

σ ij
6

rij
6 ) . The indices i, j  are running over the particles of the receptor 

and the ligand respectively and NR ,NL  are the number of particles of the two proteins in 

the complex. For the OPLS force field [65], the energy and the contact distance factorize 

to single particle properties as: Dij = DiiDjj ≡ DiDj  and σ ij = σ iiσ jj ≡ σ iσ j . We 

use an approximation Evdw (τ ) = −4 Dj

σ j
3

3.23
( Diφ(

rij
3.2σ i

))
i=1

NR

∑
j=1

NL

∑  where  

φ(x) =

prepul×(0.8−x) x≤0.8

0.5×(x−0.8) 0.8<x≤1.1
0.15 1.1<x≤1.32

0.15×(1.8−x)/0.48 1.32<x≤1.8
0 x>1.8

⎧

⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

 (2.2) 

We adopt this approximation because it is convenient to handle using FFTs and it 

resembles 6-12 intermolecular potentials (comparison provided in Figure 4).  

The receptor and ligand grids are defined as  

Rvdw (l,m,n) = Di f (
ri,(l ,m,n)
3.2σ i

)
pi ∈(l ,m,n)
∑  (2.3) 

 

where f (x) =

−1prepul×(0.8−x) x≤0.8

0.5×(x−0.8) 0.8<x≤1.1
0.15 1.1<x≤1.32

0.15×(1.8−x)/0.48 1.32<x≤1.8
0 x>1.8

⎧

⎨

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪

 and  
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Lvdw(l,m,n) = 4 Dj

σ j
3

3.23
χαβγ (r

(k))
k ∈(l −α,m − β,n − γ )

∑
α,β,γ ∈{0,1}

∑  (2.4) 

 

 

Figure 4 The relation of vdw approximation function to the Lennard-Jones 6/12 potential (dotted line), 

wvdw _ repul  was set to -9. 

Note that the grid Rvdw l,m,n( )  has complex values. The imaginary component of the 

calculation stores the repulsion due to overlap. Note the change in sign, in our 

formulation higher scores are better. 

Residue and backbone contact potential 
Most knowledge-based potentials in the protein folding field employ contact potentials 

[1, 66] (residue or otherwise) which are 
  
Ucontact (τ )= wα i, j( )nij (rij )

i, j=1

NR ,NL

∑  where wα i, j( )  is the 

score for contact type α  and nij (rij ) =
1 rij ≤ Rc
0 rij > Rc

⎧
⎨
⎩

⎫
⎬
⎭

 (a step function) defines a 

contact. The total number of particles of the first protein (receptor) is NR and the second 

(ligand) is NL . The total energy is therefore a sum of weighted step functions. For a 
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continuous description of the contact as a function of distance, we use a linear 

interpolation function h(r)  in place of n(r)  where 

h (r) =

1         r ≤ Rmin

Rmax − r
Rmax − Rmin

    Rmin < r ≤ Rmax

0         r > Rmax

⎧

⎨

⎪
⎪⎪

⎩

⎪
⎪
⎪

⎫

⎬

⎪
⎪⎪

⎭

⎪
⎪
⎪

 (2.5) 

This function interpolates continuously from zero to one, using two distances Rmin  and 

Rmax  with a range determined as Rmin =
6Å cntd ,cntd
5Å cntd ,bkbn
4Å bkbn,bkbn

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
and Rmax =

8Å cntd ,cntd
7Å cntd ,bkbn
5Å bkbn,bkbn

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
 

For efficient calculations of the energy it is convenient to define a receptor grid. If 

a grid is available the calculation of the energy is proportional to the number of particles. 

Receptor grid 

The function representing the potential experienced by a particle type q  due to the 

particles of the receptor is defined as Rq j( )(l,m,n) = wq i( )q j( )h(ri,(l ,m,n) )
i=1

NR

∑  where ri,(l ,m,n)  is 

the distance from particle i  and the corner of the cell (l,m,n)  with smallest coordinates 

(least l,m,n ). The receptor grid Rj  provides a discretization of potential experienced by 

a particle j  of type q j( ) . For the calculation of the grid it is convenient to consider a 

single particle type q j( )( )  instead of a contact type α i, j( )  as in equation (4). The 

receptor is placed in a rectangular box that is partitioned into cubic cells of side length g . 

Consider a point r  contained in cell (l,m,n) ; the value of potential experienced by 

particle of type j  can be approximated by the value at the center of the cell (l,m,n) . 

More accurate however, would be an interpolation of the potential within the cell, and we 
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use a tri-linear interpolation. Consider a point r  in cell (l,m,n) . The integers l,m,n( )  are 

defined as the largest integers that are less or equal the Cartesian component of r , that is 

( l = rx
g

⎢

⎣
⎢

⎥

⎦
⎥ ,m =

ry
g

⎢

⎣
⎢

⎥

⎦
⎥  and n =

rz
g

⎢

⎣
⎢

⎥

⎦
⎥ ). The displacement of the point with respect to the 

lattice (grid) point l,m,n( )  is given by x =
rx
g
− l , y =

ry
g
− m , z =

rz
g
− n   

Let χαβγ (r) = (xδα ,0 + (1 − x)δα ,1 )(yδβ ,0 + (1 − y)δβ ,1 )(zδγ ,0 + (1 − z)δγ ,1 )  (δ  is the 

Kronecker delta). The potential for a particle of type q  at r  is approximated as a linear 

combination of the potential on the eight corners of the grid cube containing r . The 

function χαβγ  is the weight for the contribution of the potential R  at the corner αβγ  of 

the cube. 

Φq (r) = χαβγ (r)Rq (
α ,β ,γ ∈{0,1}
∑ l +α,m + β,n + γ )  (2.6) 

Which is essentially a linear interpolation between corners and edges of the box. The 

ligand grid Lq  provides occupancies of particles of type q . It is defined as 

Lq (l,m,n) = χαβγ (r
( j ) )

j∈(l−α ,m−β ,n−γ )
∑

α ,β ,γ ∈{0,1}
∑  where j  is a particle of type q  with position 

r ( j )  in cell (l −α,m − β,n − γ ) . 

Docking Algorithm 

With the energy terms in place we discuss the algorithm to generate alternate docked 

conformations. The inputs for the algorithm are the coordinates of the receptor and the 

ligand. In the sketched algorithm below we allow for (only) rigid body transformations to 

be performed, but even with this restriction the number of conformations is ~1010. Rather 
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than saving all transformations, we calculate the energies of the complexes on-the-fly and 

store only top Λ  candidates. For the algorithm to function efficiently, every energy term 

must be presented as a product or a convolution. 

Algorithm for docking  

1: Input: receptor, ligand, tolerated error in energy (ε ) and minimum number of 

transformations to retain (Λ ). The tolerated error in energy is how far the best solution 

found by the discrete space search deviate from the optimal solution in continuous space. 

In the training and testing we used Λ = 219 = 524388 . 

2: Find radius of each protein and determine the density of rotational sampling and grid 

spacing to be used such that the error can be bounded by ε  (see section Error Analysis). 

3: Compute grids Rvdw and ∀ j∈{1,...,22}Rj on the receptor protein and their inverse Fourier 

transforms: IFT Rvdw( )  and IFT Rj( )    ∀j ∈ 1,...,22{ }  

4: Begin loop. Initiate the set of conformations selected Γ( )  to empty set. 

5: Let uα  be a rotation matrix in the space of all rotations SU3   

 5.1 compute grids Lvdw and ∀ j∈{1,...,22}Lj on the ligand-protein rotated according to 

uα and their Fourier transforms 

 5.2 compute scores for all translations (Γα ) involving current rotation α  using the 

convolution theorem (all functions below carry the index α  to denote the current 

rotation), Eα
vdw = 1

NxNyNz

IFT {FFT {Lvdw}IFT {Rvdw}} , (Nx ,Ny ,Nz are the dimensions of 

the grid used) Eα
particle_ pair = 1

NxNyNz

IFT { FFT {Lj}IFT {Rj}
j=1

22

∑ }  and 
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Eα = Re{Eα
vdw} + Im{Eα

vdw} + Re{Eα
particle_ pair}  

 5.3 Consider the set of conformations and their energies just discovered Γα ,Eα( )  

and the set of the other conformations (other rotations) that were already explored Γ,E( ) . 

In this step we merge the two sets. We sort both sets in decreasing order of score and 

retain transformations that are within top Λ   (their energies are the lowest) or have a 

score within ε  from the best solution. Γ,E( )  is updated. 

6: end for 

7: Output: (Γ,E)  

The use of grid representation for molecular positions and interaction energies is common 

to the field. In some cases energies are defined directly on the grid and are discontinuous. 

It is not obvious if discontinuous energy functions are mapped correctly from the grid to 

the continuous space, as the grid size is made smaller. Such mapping is important since 

by the end of the day we wish to determine docked conformations in continuous space 

and score these conformations with energies appropriate for that space. In the following 

section we analyze the errors of our implementation of the different energy terms and 

demonstrate that in our case the functions go to the correct limit.  

Error Analysis 

Theorem: Let τ * = (t*,u*)  be the optimal solution for docking based on the scoring 

function parameterized by w , let D(g,U )  be the discretization used where  g is the grid 

spacing and   U = { u1 ,u2 ,...,us } is a discretization of the rotation space. There is a 
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solution τ = (t,u)∈D  such that ε = E(τ *)− EGrid (τ )  approaches 0  along with t* − t  

and u* − u  as g,err(U )  approach 0 . 

Proof: Let u = argmin
u j∈U

( u* − uj ) (the rotation in the discrete set closest to the correct 

rotation) and t = [argmin
(l ,m,n)

( (l,m,n)× s − t* )]× g (the translation in the discrete set closest 

to the correct translation), let τ = (t,u) . 

 

E (τ
*
) − EGrid (τ ) = (E (τ

*
) − E (τ )) + (E (τ ) − EGrid (τ ))

= (Evdw (τ*)−Evdw (τ ))
1

  
+ (E particle_ pair (τ*)−E particle_ pair (τ ))

2
  

+ (Evdw (τ )−EGrid
vdw (τ ))

3
  

+ (E particle_ pair (τ )−EGrid
particle_ pair (τ ))

4
  

 

Term 2: E particle_ pair (τ *)− E particle_ pair (τ ) = E particle_ pairj (τ *)− E particle_ pairj (τ )
j=1

22

∑  

Claim: E particle_ pairj (τ *)− E particle_ pairj (τ ) ≤ NL
( j ) ×maxerror(φ j (r))  where NL

( j )  is the 

number of particles of type j  in the ligand. 

Proof: Consider a particle p  of type j  of the ligand, let P  be its position upon 

application of transformation τ *  and Q  be the position upon application of 

transformation τ . Consider spheres of radii Rmin and Rmax around P  and Q ; let Ω1  be the 

region common to the smaller spheres, Ω2  be the region not common to the smaller 

spheres and Ω3  be the region enclosed by the larger spheres not in Ω1  and Ω2 . These 

regions are illustrated in Figure 5. 

 

dp = PQ
 

= τ *(rp

)−τ (rp


) = (t* − t)+ (u* − u)(rp


) ≤ (t* − t) + (u* − u)(rp


) ≤ 3

2
gs + dLerr(U )  also, 

d = max
1≤ p≤NL

{dp} ≤
3
2
g + dLerr(U )   
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The error in the potential ΔΦ j
( p) = Φ j (P)− Φ j (Q) ≤

dp
Rmax − Rmin

× max
i∈{1,...,22}

{wij } ×η  where 

η is the number of particles of the receptor with centers in the region 
 
Ω2 Ω3 . 

η ≤ NR , (actually one can derive a tighter upper bound on η  if one uses a proposition 

that the particles of the receptor are packed such that they have impenetrable cores) so 

maxerror(Φ j (r)) ≤
d

Rmax − Rmin
× max

i∈{1,...,22}
{wij } × NR  

so, E particle_ pairj (τ *)− E particle_ pairj (τ ) ≤ NL
( j ) × d

Rmax − Rmin
× max

i∈{1,...,22}
{wij } × NR  

Hence E particle_ pair (τ *)− E particle_ pair (τ ) ≤ d
Rmax − Rmin

× NL × max
i∈{1,...,22}

{wij } × NR  

Term 4: E particle_ pair (τ )− EGrid
particle_ pair (τ ) = E particle_ pairj (τ )− EGrid

particle_ pairj (τ )
j=1

22

∑  

Claim: E particle_ pairj (τ )− EGrid
particle_ pairj (τ ) ≤ NL

( j ) ×max_approx_error(Φ j (r))   

Proof: The error in the potential is given by 

ΔΦ j
( p) = Φ j (P)− Φ j

Grid (P) ≤ wtype(q) j (h(rpq )− hinterpolate (rpq ))
1≤q≤NR

∑ ≤ max
k∈{1,...,22}

{wkj } × (h(rpq )− hinterpolate (rpq ))
pi
∑

h(rpq )− hinterpolate (rpq ) = wαβγ (h(rpq )− h(rpq
αβγ ))

α ,β ,γ ∈{0,1}
∑ , where rpq

αβγ  is the distance between 

center of particle q  and corner αβγ  of the cell containing the pointP . 

h(rpq )− h(rpq
αβγ ) ≤

rpq − rpq
αβγ

Rmax − Rmin
≤ 3g
Rmax − Rmin

 , so, h(rpq )− hinterpolate (rpq ) ≤
3g

Rmax − Rmin
. 

Therefore ΔΦ j
( p) ≤ max

k∈{1,...,22}
{wkj } ×η2 ×

3g
Rmax − Rmin

where η2  is the maximum number of 
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particles of the receptor with centers in the region spawned by the union of spheres of 

radii Rmax  centered at corners of a grid cell. 

η2 ≤ NR , so, ΔΦ j
p ≤ max

k∈{1,...,22}
{wkj } × NR ×

3g
Rmax − Rmin

 ; therefore 

E particle_ pairj (τ )− EGrid
particle_ pairj (τ ) ≤ NL

( j ) × max
k∈{1,...,22}

{wkj } × NR ×
3g

Rmax − Rmin
  and  

E particle_ pair (τ )− EGrid
particle_ pair (τ ) ≤ 3g

Rmax − Rmin
× NL × max

k∈{1,...,22}
{wkj } × NR  

Term 1: Evdw (τ *)− Evdw (τ ) ≤max{0.5, wvdw _ repul } ×maxi, j
[
4 εiε jσ j

2.5

3.23.5
]× NL

atom × NR
atom × d  

Term 3: 

Evdw (τ )− EGrid
vdw (τ ) ≤max{0.5, wvdw _ repul } ×maxi, j

[
4 εiε jσ j

2.5

3.23.5
]× NL

atom × NR
atom × 3g  

Hence the theorem. 

 

Figure 5 In proof of the theorem for error analysis of docking algorithm, P  is the position of the particle 

upon application of transformation τ * and Q  is the position upon application of transformation τ . Consider 

spheres of radii Rmin and Rmax around P and Q . The difference between contact potential at P  and Q  is only 

dependent on particles in the regions 2 and 3 
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Chapter 3 

Learning Docking Potentials using Linear Programming 

In the last chapter we presented our algorithm for docking. We showed how different 

physical interactions can be approximated as convolutions. The class of functions that 

can be used for docking with FFTs is very rich. How does one determine the parameters 

of the scoring function? In this chapter we will discuss linear programming based 

approach for learning parameters involved in the scoring function. Chronologically we 

attempted the rescoring problem before the docking problem. Docking algorithms 

tradeoff expressiveness (hence correctness) of the scoring function for speed in the first 

step of rigid body search. This step typically results in a few thousand candidate-

structures screened out of billions of possibilities. In the next step, referred to as the 

rescoring stage, an improved scoring function is used to re-evaluate these candidates. 

This study was conducted to address the rescoring step by learning to discriminate the 

native from millions of decoy structures sampled by Patchdock [49].  

Related Work 

The first generation of docking algorithms were based on shape complementarity. Most 

of the parameters (atomic radii) were taken from physical force fields. The parameters 

governing the extent of attraction/repulsion for overlaps in different segments were 

determined by trial and error. More expressive scoring functions were used in the later 

generations of docking. Improvements in current docking algorithms stem from using 

better models for docking. 
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Design of protein docking potentials was heavily influenced by studies on protein 

structure prediction. Obviously an exact energy surface for solvated proteins should work 

for both folding and docking. Physically, however, while protein folding emphasizes 

hydrophobicity, docking may include more subtle polar interactions. The use of different 

potentials for each case allows emphasizing physical interactions that better fit the 

problem we study. Hence, it makes sense to design an energy function specifically 

tailored to docking. 

While the sampling of conformational space is significantly easier in docking 

compared to folding, the design of energy functions for docking and folding is 

comparable in complexity. There are a number of reasons for the additional complexity 

of energy design for protein-protein interactions: First, the energies of complex formation 

are small and are sometimes as low as a few kT - the thermal energy. The demands from 

ab-initio or physics-based energies are therefore very high. Physics-based energies are 

usually not accurate enough in separating wrong and correct structures in protein folding 

calculations. Reproducing smaller energy difference in docking is even more difficult. 

Note that free energy differences, including changes in solvent reorganization, are 

required for this estimate. Hence not only the accuracy is insufficient but the significant 

computational cost forbids large scale examination of docked alternatives. Due to 

computational costs most estimates of solvation effects are implicit and approximate (like 

the GBSA model of solvation [67]). 

Second, not only the overall binding energy but also the number of individual pair 

interactions in protein complexes is small compared to the number of interactions of 

folded proteins. The stability of complexes, supported by only a few contacts, is marginal 
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and leaves little room for errors (A contact is set between two residues or atoms if the 

distance between the two objects is smaller than a critical value). 

Third, the statistics of empirical complexes is rather poor. This observation has 

important consequences for machine learning approaches to potential design. 

Determining parameters of energies learned directly from the structures of the complexes, 

the so-called statistical potentials, depends on the availability of ample empirical data. In 

protein folding a large number of correct folds is available (about ~72,000 in the Protein 

Data Bank (PDB) [68]). Each of these folds contributes (in principle) residue-residue 

contacts to the statistics. In the fold database of LOOPP [69], a fold recognition program 

for protein structure prediction using template based modeling, there are about ~18K 

independent structures. The statistics for protein complexes is significantly smaller. There 

are less than 1,000 structures of independent protein-protein complexes in the PDB and 

each of these complexes has fewer contacts at the interface compared to a typical number 

of contacts in folded proteins. Nevertheless statistical potentials have been developed for 

docking in a manner similar to folding potentials [70, 71]. Smaller statistics of correct 

complexes make estimate of parameters for statistical potential more difficult. Hence, 

direct applications of statistical potentials “as are” to docking is limited due to the small 

statistics. Some programs for docking are using a combination of physical interactions 

(e.g., electrostatic, exposed surface area) and statistical potentials [1].  

Discriminatory learning [37, 72, 73] explicitly incorporates information from 

incorrect binding modes and bypasses issues with choice of reference state. The larger 

sets of data-points partly address the issue of statistics. The approach has been 

successfully employed in designing potentials for protein structure prediction. Tobi and 
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Bahar [62] demonstrate that it is possible to separate docked models with the correct 

binding mode from mis-docked models for a set of 63 complexes using a contact 

potential. Here we extend the functional form and enhance the training set by an order of 

magnitude.  

Other groups approach the problem of lack of statistics using a fine grained 

(atomic) representation of proteins [74, 75]. Atom-based potentials are sensitive to the 

precise position of the interacting atoms, and may not be flexible enough to tolerate side 

chain rearrangements induced upon binding.  

The second contribution of this work is in developing efficient algorithms for 

computing changes in solvent accessible surface area (SASA) upon binding. 

Hydrophobic collapse is an important determinant of protein association. The free energy 

change upon hydrophobic collapse is approximated as the change in SASA. We develop 

a bitmap-based method for computing changes in SASA. This feature is used along with 

overlap area and residue-residue contacts features in learning a rescoring potential. 

Fast Algorithm to Compute ΔSASA 

Our procedure for efficiently computing overlap areas is based on an extension of the 

algorithm described by Scott et al. [76]. The main idea of the procedure is as follows (see 

also Figure 6): 

• The area of a sphere S1 lost in overlap with sphere S2 is a function of the point 

(P) where the line joining the centers intersects surface of S1 and the angle ( ) 

the circle of intersection subtends at the center of S1. The points lost to each 

 overlap can be pre-computed for a sampling of points on unit sphere.  
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• Scott et al. [76] use a sampling of 256 points on unit sphere (obtained by 

maximizing the spread of the points), the state of each point (buried vs exposed) 

is stored in a bitmap. The residual surface area of a sphere is computed by finding 

the points that are exposed after accounting for all the overlaps of the sphere with 

its neighbors and scaling the number based on the square of the radius. 

We pre-compute the burial bitmaps for each atom on the receptor separately. For each 

transformation of the ligand, we compute interface atoms (intersecting atoms of other 

molecule, done efficiently using neighbor lists). For the interface atoms and their 

neighbors on the ligand, we compute the burial bitmaps upon rotation. For each interface 

atom, we compute the number of points lost to overlaps with atoms of other molecule and 

from them we obtain the overlap area. 

Figure 6 Sketch of the algorithm for efficient computation of surface area -  overlap ( P  is the 

point where the line joining the centers of the spheres intersects surface of the sphere, and  is the angle 

subtended at the center) (a), exposed surface in receptor (b), exposure lost to the ligand (c,d) 

 

An approximate solvent accessible surface area can be computed by increasing 

the radii of each atom by the probe radius and computing the portions of surfaces of each 
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atom that are not in overlap with any other atom. A simple extension of the method can 

be used to compute volumes and solvent excluded volumes (using concentric shells). We 

use the atomic radii (Lennard Jones contact distance ) from the OPLS force field [65]. 

LP Approach to design potentials 

Given a collection of alternate conformations (decoys) for each complex, the target is to 

design a potential that scores the native better than the decoys. This target is expressed as 

a constraint U Xd ;w( )−U Xn;w( ) > 0  ∀n,d  where Xn  and Xd  are the coordinate vectors 

of the correct (native) and decoy structures respectively. Since we are working with rigid 

body transformations, the scoring function is a function of   τ ∈SE 3 . If 
  
fα (τ ij

+ )  is the 

vector of interface properties (residue-residue contacts and change in overlap area) of 

the  correctly docked structure for complex  i  and   fα (τ ik
− ) is the feature vector of the 

mis-docked structure for complex  i , the constraints can be expressed as 

  
wT ( fα (τ ij

+ ) − fα (τ ik
− )) > 0 . The linear dependence is not a theoretical limitation since any 

potential can be expanded in a basis set with linear coefficients to be determined.  

The linear program we just formulated may not be feasible. The number of 

potential parameters is typically in the hundreds and is obviously much smaller than the 

number of inequalities. We use 640 complexes in the training set with an average of 

160,000 inequalities per complex. While it is not impossible that a set of parameters 

exists that satisfies exactly these inequalities, it is not likely. The set of functions, f , that 

we use for the potential is not exact and the optimization of parameters is limited by the 

flexibility of the functional form. Vendruscolo and Domany [73] have shown that there 
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are no parameters of a contact potential that rank correctly decoy and native structures of 

a selected protein. Tobi et al. [77, 78] pushed this argument further to demonstrate that a 

general parameterization of a pair potential as a function of distance is also insufficient. 

Their sets were much smaller than the set of inequalities we consider here, while the 

Tobi’s potential [78] was more flexible than the current choice.   

We therefore expect (as is indeed the case) that a straightforward application of a 

Linear Programming approach to the problem at hand will detect infeasibilities, i.e., we 

find that there is no set of parameters that satisfies all the inequalities at hand. How 

should we deal with such an imperfect potential? One solution is to come up with a more 

flexible functional form for which a desired set of parameters could be found. This is, 

however, not always possible. We must keep in mind that the structures we usually 

employ are approximate. It may be the case that an energy function that scores the nearest 

to native approximations as the best models, simply does not exist. Hence, the current 

learning of a potential is of learning with noise. If we try too hard to learn an energy 

function by adding a large number of parameters we may end up learning the noise and 

not the molecular data.  So we retain the same functional form but introduce slack 

variables. The slack variables η  are used to handle infeasibility and characterize noise. In 

the case that there is no set of parameters that uniformly score the native better than the 

decoys, find the set of parameters that make a small number of mistakes.  

LPPIE : 
  
(w*,η*)= argmin

w,η
( ηij ,ik

ij ,ik
∑ )  such that 

  
wT ( fα (τ ij

+ ) − fα (τ ik
− )) >1−ηij ,ik  &  

for all  ij ,   

(3.1) 
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If the problem is feasible, the formulation finds a solution that satisfies all constraints (the 

minimizer would have 
  

ηij ,ik
ij ,ik
∑ = 0 ). If the problem is infeasible, finding  w  that makes 

the fewest mistakes is NP-hard [79]. Finding  w  with fewest mistakes is equivalent to 

finding the Largest Feasible Subset (LFS), which is closely related to the satisfiability 

problem, which is at the origin of NP-completeness [80].  We minimize 
  

ηij ,ik
ij ,ik
∑ as it is 

practically feasible and it is the closest we could get to minimizing the number of 

mistakes. Since the training data stems from direct physical measurements (and not from 

annotations), we are assuming low noise level in training data. 

Scoring function 

We use residue contacts (two residues are defined to be in contact if the distance between 

their side chain centers of mass is less than 6.8 Å) and overlap area computed as outlined 

earlier. For a transformation (  where  and are the translation and rotation of 

the ligand), 

  
E(τ )= wOAΔOA(τ )+ wijnij (τ )

i, j=1,i≤ j

20

∑  (3.2) 

where  is the total overlap area upon complex formation and  is the number 

of contacts between residues of type  and . 

Training set 

We prepared an extensive set of bound and unbound 2-chain complexes. An initial set of 

640 complexes was prepared according to the following procedure: 
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 Select 2-chain proteins in the PDB with each chain having at-least 40 residues. 

 Find similar complexes - two complexes are similar if (both) the corresponding 

chains are homologous – greater than 35% identity in the BLAST alignment or E-

value is below . 

 Cluster complexes – starting from a list of complexes, select a complex if it is not 

similar to complexes already selected. 

 Check for biological significance - a complex is biological if the chains were 

dissimilar or there is a confirmation in the reference articles at the PDB that the 

observed dimer is not an artifact of crystallization.  

To prepare a set of complexes to be used for unbound-unbound docking and bound-

unbound docking, we looked for unbound conformations or close homologues (sequence 

identity around 85%) for each protein in the set of 640 complexes. For 55 complexes we 

had unbound conformations for both chains (unbound-unbound cases) and for 123 

complexes we had unbound conformation for only one chain (bound-unbound cases). 

Whenever unbound conformations were available we used them for docking. The size 

distribution of proteins in our training set is illustrated (Figure 7). The list of unbound and 

bound complexes is provided in the Appendix. 

 Docking of two homologous proteins for the unbound-unbound cases and bound-

unbound cases is based on structural modeling of the chains of the actual complex. We 

modeled the structures of the individual chains based on the sequences and folds of the 
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Figure 7 Size distribution of complexes in the training set (points represented by pluses are bound cases 

and points represented by circles are unbound cases) 

unbound protein chains (we used the Needleman-Wunsch alignment [81] between the 

sequence of the chains of the bound proteins and the sequence of the chains of the 

unbound protein and computed the structures using Modeller [82]). We generated 

translations and rotations using both bound proteins and modeled proteins but computed 

contact maps and changes in overlap areas by applying the translations and rotations on 

the modeled proteins. The addition of bound transformations in the unbound cases was 

useful in generating more positive examples. There were three procedures to generate 

positive examples: In the first procedure we used Patchdock to dock the modeled chains 

and successful docking experiments were classified as positive (see definition in the next 

paragraph for a positive classification). In the second generation of positive examples, we 

computed transformations for the docking of the native bound chains but applied them on 

modeled chains. In the third case we overlapped the structures of the modeled chains with 
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the bound chains in the native complex. In each of the three procedures we collected all 

the positive examples that scored better than the threshold discussed below. For unbound 

cases, the second and the third procedures were used to generate positive examples. 

We separated the computed complexes into hits/positives (backbone RMSD is 

within 4 Å for all heavy backbone atoms of the two chains when comparing the bound 

complex and the modeled complex) and misses (backbone RMSD above 7 Å and less 

than 5% of native contacts at the interface). By RMSD we mean the root mean square 

deviation in the orientation that minimizes the overlay between two conformations. The 

RMSD between two point sets   { r1 ,r2 ,...,rm }  and   { s1 ,s2 ,...,sm }  is defined as 

  
argmin

τ∈SE3

ri −τsi
1≤i≤m
∑ 2

m
. This is computed using the Kabsch algorithm [83]. We dropped all 

other structures that correspond to a “gray” classification. The “gray” matches are likely 

to introduce noise to the learning process. Features from the native complex were added 

as a hit. We restricted the number of hits to 10 (based on RMSD and making sure that a 

new hit is different by at least 4 contacts from the complexes selected already). For each 

pair of hit and miss, we created an inequality if the set of contacts in a negative differed 

from the set of contacts in a positive by at-least 10 (this condition helps in simplifying 

cases with large RMSD differences and still small changes in contact maps that otherwise 

complicate the learning process). A typical number of sampled orientations for one 

complex was 16,000 which was used to generate 160,000 inequalities. 
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We used PF3 [38] to solve the resultant linear program with 54,126,279 

constraints1. PF3 is a large-scale interior point method based solver for linear programs 

based on pPCx [84]. An exact solution (satisfying all the inequalities, (Eq. (2))) could not 

be found within the functional form (Eq. (1)) that we use for the potential. Hence, some 

of the inequalities remained unsolved. However the model potential with optimized 

parameters was able to solve 97% of the inequalities. The set of parameters determined 

(PIELP640) were stable – the parameters obtained with 90% of constraints (PIELP540, the 

potential learnt from the 540 complexes not overlapping Zlab Benchmark 2.0) are similar 

to the parameters obtained with all the constraints (correlation coefficient 0.96).  

Results 

We use protein-protein docking Benchmark 2.0 [85] from ZLAB for our evaluation, 

ZLAB benchmark is a collection of structures of protein complexes and the unbound 

conformations of the constituent proteins curated from the PDB. It is widely used for 

comparing scoring functions. We removed cases similar to the 84 cases in the benchmark 

from our training set. The definition used for similarity is outlined below: 

 Two proteins P and P’ are similar to each other if  

o The alignment of P to P’ returned by BLAST has at-least 30% positives 

(positions not aligned to gaps). 

                                                
1 The solution took about 3 hours on 150 cores (Intel Xeon 2.33 GHz. 1GB memory per core, 8 cores per 
node). 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Table 1 Residue based scoring function (PIELP640) 
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o The TM-score [86], a measure of structural similarity for P to P’ is above 0.4 

or there is 30% identity among interface residues (a residue is in the interface 

if it is in contact with a residue of the other protein) in the TM-alignment 

between P and P’.  

 A complex C formed by proteins P,Q is similar to another complex C’ formed by 

proteins P’ and Q’ if either P is similar to P’ and Q is similar to Q’ or P is similar 

to Q’ and Q is similar to P’. 

We use a stronger criterion to remove cases overlapping ZLAB benchmark 2.0 from our 

training set than the criterion we use to remove redundancies in our training set. It is 

important to use the extra measures to avoid learning examples that are going to be used 

for testing later. 100 complexes were removed from our initial set of 640 complexes 

because of overlaps with complexes in benchmark.  

We test our rescoring protocol on decoys generated using ZDOCK [87]. ZDOCK 

[87] is a procedure for modeling protein complexes that docks rigid molecules based on a 

combination of shape complementarity, desolvation and electrostatics that is efficiently 

computed using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. We use the models 

generated by ZDOCK 3.0 with a grid size of 1.2 Å and 6° Euler angle rotations (as 

provided at http://zlab.bu.edu/zdock/decoys.shtml). We also use the i-RMSD (i-RMSD is 

the minimum RMSD between the positions of the interface residues in the native 

structure and the model[88]) values provided with the set for verification. A hit (defined 

as a model with i-RMSD below 4 Å) was present in the set for 79 out of the 84 cases.  
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ZRANK [3] is a scoring function that uses a more elaborate linear combination of 

atomic Vander Waals, electrostatics and desolvation for scoring models. The results of 

scoring the decoys by our scoring function (P) in comparison to statistical potentials from 

Lu et al. [70] (LLS); discriminative potential from scoring by Tobi and Bahar [62] (TB) 

and ZRANK (denoted by ZR) are presented in Table 2. We score a model within 4 Å i-

RMSD as the top model in 19 cases compared to 6 by TB, 4 by LLS and 10 by ZRANK. 

We have a hit in top 10 models in 40 cases compared to 21 by ZR.  

 

Table 2 Summarized results for comparison of our scoring function (P) to Tobi et al. (TB) and Lu 

et al. (LLS) in ranking structures generated by ZDOCK3.0 with ZRANK. 

Discussion 

Examination of the potential 

The residue contact potential is illustrated in Figure 8 and Table 1 summarizes the 

potential learnt on our entire training set.  Figure 9 summarizes the contribution of residue 

contacts to the overall energy grouped by residue type and overlap area. The value 

plotted is the energy of the residue type in the native structure averaged over all the 640 

complexes in the training set. Contacts between hydrophobic residues contribute 

significantly towards the recognition of native binding modes. Though we derive our 

potential from a very large set of complexes, we observe discrepancies from folding 

potentials (for example the score for W-I contact has a different sign compared to the 
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score for W-L contact). We have significant contact statistics for every contact type in the 

native structures of complexes in our set.  

 

Figure 8 Contribution of Residue contacts (darker shades indicate unfavorable contribution to binding) 

To verify if this deviation occurred in other procedures for learning potentials, we also 

derive a statistical potential for residue contacts from the set of 640 complexes 

( , where is the number of contacts between 

residues of type and ,  and ) and the statistical potential has the 

same characteristics. When we add additional constraints requiring more physically 

consistent behavior to our linear programming formulation ( and 

) the discrepancy is resolved and the resultant potential has a correlation 

coefficient of 0.99 with the original potential (PIELP640). 
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Figure 9 Breakdown of contact score by residue type and the contribution of overlap area (OA). The value 

plotted is the score of the residue type in the native structure averaged over all the 640 complexes in the 

training set. 

 

Sensitivity to training set 

Protein complexes can be divided into homodimers and heterodimers based on whether 

the chains involved in the interaction are homologous or different. There were 417 

heterodimers in the training set of 640 complexes (354 heterodimers do not overlap 

benchmark 2). The heterodimer potential was very similar to the potential learnt on the 

entire set (correlation coefficient for the residue contacts is 0.96) with identical 

recognition capacity. 

The nature of the interfaces of is dependent on the lifetime of association of a 

complex. Transient complexes are expected to be tough to predict because of weak 

binding. We do not observe benefits from biasing our training set on transient complexes. 

85 complexes in our set of 640 non-redundant complexes overlap with the set of transient 
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complexes identified in the study of Mintseris et.al [89] and Ansari et. al [90]. There were 

102 additional complexes between 2-chains in the study of Mintseris et.al and Ansari 

et.al where each chain was at-least 35 residues long. We identified 105 additional 

transient complexes in our set by examining the primary citations for each structure. We 

trained a potential on the 329 transient complexes (190 in our set, 102 from earlier studies 

and 37 complexes from benchmark 2 that do not overlap the set selected). The transient 

potential is highly correlated to the combined potential (correlation coefficient 0.98).  

We used the rescoring procedure along with our implementation of geometric 

hashing based docking in protein docking competition CAPRI. When used with an 

exhaustive search of the rigid body transformation space, the potential does not capture 

the global energy landscape of docking. This was an outcome of the way in which it was 

designed. The potentials used in sampling separated out cases that confuse the potential.  
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Chapter 4 

Learning to dock using Structural SVM 

In the last chapter we introduced discriminatory approaches to learn protein docking 

potentials. The designs though geared towards rescoring docked conformations were 

trained on huge sets of negative examples – the number of constraints was above 54 

million for determining few hundred parameters. We expected the potential to be well 

determined (capture the global landscape of docking) but discovered to our surprise that 

it was not. So we moved towards discriminating the native from all possible rigid body 

conformations using Structural SVM. Docking problem differs from other applications of 

Structural SVM in that the prediction problem and the task of finding cutting planes at 

each iteration are the most computationally expensive steps and the incremental cost of 

listing predictions in decreasing order of score is small. Practically we can only compute 

the cutting planes for a few iterations, so we incorporate large chunks of violations (>20 

million) at each iteration of learning. 

Related Work, potential design for comprehensive search 

We are not the first group to propose a docking energy function. Below we review some 

of the leading potentials and algorithms and discuss them in the context of the present 

study. ZDOCK [1] uses the ACE atomic contact potential [91]. ACE is a statistical 

potential with a random crystal structure as the reference state (atom pairs were randomly 

exchanged in the crystal structure to obtain the reference state) that explained protein 

solvation energies very well. While the ability of transferring potential parameters 
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between fields is impressive and important, one may expect that a potential designed 

specifically for the protein-docking problem will be better at that specific task.  

Another statistical potential (atomic) derived from decoys obtained from docking 

algorithm as the reference state is employed in PIPER [92]. The most challenging 

problem in the design of statistical potentials is the definition of the reference state. The 

reference state represents hits by chance or predictions that are false. PIPER uses decoys 

as reference state but assumes that the distributions of pair-wise contacts are independent 

of each other. Distribution of contacts is highly dependent during hydrophobic collapse. 

The discriminative approach implicitly generates a reference state by considering 

explicitly pairs of false and positive predictions. No independence assumptions are made 

in the generation of the reference state. The disadvantage of the discriminative approach 

is that typically the statistics of false positive is expensive to generate and in many cases 

it is too poor to get an accurate grasp on the overall shape of the false positive 

distribution. On the other hand sampling directly from the false positive distribution has 

the advantage that no ad-hoc assumptions are made while proposing a reference state. 

The difficult task of choosing a functional form for the reference distribution is avoided.  

Self consistent iterative procedures that circumvent the choice of a reference state 

in deriving statistical contact potentials were proposed [93] and applied to the design of 

scoring functions for protein-protein docking [94]. The method is restricted to the class of 

contact potentials and is based on separating the near-native from the average incorrect 

structure. Again, the statistics of the average incorrect structure is not too difficult to 

obtain. However the direct comparison of pairs of false and true predictions provides 

richer information. 
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 Let us continue the analogy with designing potentials for protein structure 

prediction we began in Chapter 3. Docking (determination of protein complexes) is 

simpler since the number of the degrees of freedom is much smaller.  It can be as small as 

six for three rotations and three translations if the structures of the individual protein 

chains are assumed rigid. For a pair of proteins with radii of about 40Å we estimate a 

translational grid spacing of 1.6 Å and 68760 rotations. This estimate provides ~1010 

alternative docked conformations. This not-so-small set is a uniform sampling of docking 

space. As we have seen in Chapter 2, it is possible to exactly minimize realistic scoring 

functions in this space. In protein folding, the number of conformations is exponentially 

large in the protein length L - zL where z is a number of order 10 and L~100. It is NP-

Hard to find the minimum energy conformation even with HP models (2 residue types) 

on a lattice [95]. As a result search for minimum energy conformation is not feasible for 

folding and conformational sampling is made stochastically and heuristically which 

reflects on the design of appropriate energy functions. In contrast, the option of a 

comprehensive search of docked conformations makes it possible to pursue design of 

“optimal” potentials for the learnt set in docking that minimizes the error in docking 

calculations. The docking problem has specific handles (absent for the general task of 

protein structure prediction) that might be suited for potential design. In order to exploit 

these handles we have to depart from ideas put forth in the protein folding community 

and think specifically in terms of docking.  

 Docking one pair of proteins generates about 1010 candidates. Therefore 

consideration of the complexes available in the PDB (~600) requires the solution of ~1013 

inequalities.  If one tries to list these constraints and attempts to solve them using the 
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linear programming approach put forth in the earlier chapter one is faced with an 

enormous number of constraints. Solving all the inequalities directly is not possible today 

even with the most advanced computing technologies. We have spent considerable time 

to extend Interior Point code [96] to our purposes. Indeed parallelization and exploitation 

of the special structure of the problem (relatively small number of parameters and huge 

number of inequalities) [38] increase the number of constraints that we can address in one 

run by more than two orders of magnitude. The asymmetry of the number of inequalities, 

N, versus the number of parameters, L, is particularly worth exploiting within the primal-

dual representation of Linear and Quadratic Programming problems (explained in section 

Large Scale Quadratic Programming and reference [38]). The linear system solved during 

the process of determining an optimizing step can be made as small as LxL (rather than 

NxN), which is clearly advantageous for our problem. The formation of the matrix 

involved though is expensive but can be done in a data parallel fashion even when 

constraints are grouped based on clusters. 

However, even with these enhancements we are not able to solve more than ~108 

inequalities, which is still a smaller number than 1013. It means that a solution of the 

complete problem must be made with a selected part of the inequalities. In the past such 

problems were addressed by heuristically sampling subsets of inequalities by considering 

the first few millions of constraints [37, 78, 97, 98]. This was also the approach taken in 

our first design of a docking potential.  

While it is an appealing choice, it is not obvious that the sampled constraints are 

the needed set. Rather than picking inequalities heuristically and risking missing 

important constraints on parameter values it is desirable to have a rigorous approach that 
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allows for a systematic selection of a subset of inequalities. The selection is expected to 

provide error estimates and provides systematic means of improving the selection of a 

subset of inequalities. In principle many inequalities do not provide new information 

(e.g., of the inequalities a>5 and a>3 it is sufficient to keep only the first inequality 

a>5). While the problem at hand is usually more complex it is still expected that a 

smaller number of inequalities of the total possible will be sufficient to obtain the 

solution. For a limited number of inequalities that we can consider what is the procedure 

for selecting the constraints? 

Joachims et al. [99] and Tsochantaridis et al. [40] provide a quadratic 

programming formulation for these classes of learning problems and demonstrate an 

iterative scheme that solves these quadratic programs efficiently. The algorithm is based 

on iteratively adding selected violated constraints that ensure that the optimal parameters 

are found in number of iterations that is linear in the number of complexes. The 

Structural SVM framework and the main results used in our study are presented in the 

following section.  

Structural SVM 

One of the basic problems in machine learning is to learn associations between structured 

input and output spaces. Given a collection of input-output pairs 

(x1, y1),(x2 , y2 ),...,(xn , yn )∈Χ × ϒ  where ϒ  is a space of structured objects (eg: for protein 

structure prediction, X  is space of amino acid sequences, ϒ  is the space of minimum 

energy conformations of proteins), the goal of structured output prediction is to learn the 

mapping 
 
f :X ϒ  encoded by them. The output space could be large, for instance in 

learning to align sequences to structures, the size of the output space is super exponential. 
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Then how do we use the learnt function to make predictions? Well there are many cases 

where we can minimize functions without enumerating the output spaces – for instance 

the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm finds the best alignment even though the space of 

alignments is huge. So are there cases where we can learn “optimally” without listing all 

the points of the output space? Structural SVM is an approach for addressing this 

question in many cases. The definition of optimal is guided by practicality and the 

extensive theory developed on SVM for classification.  

The main elements of learning using Structural SVM are the following: 

• Design a joint feature map– what basis set (  Ψ( x , y ) ) is used to represent the 

functional dependency? The learning algorithm looks for good fits to the 

target function   f ( x )  in the space spanned by these basis functions. The 

function would be expressed as f (x) ≈ h(x) = argmax
y∈ϒ

w,Ψ(x, y)  

• Design a practical prediction algorithm – given a choice of parameters  w  how 

do we compute argmax
y∈ϒ

w,Ψ(x, y) ? 

• Define what is considered a bad prediction – this is captured in a loss function 

 Δ :ϒ × ϒℜ ,   Δ( y , y )  is the cost of predicting  y  when the correct output is 

 y . 

• Design a practical algorithm for finding the cutting planes - the constraints 

that lead to progress in learning; these are the constraints from 

argmax
y∈ϒ

Δ(yi , y)(1− w,(Ψ(xi , yi )−Ψ(xi , y)) ) . 

The optimization problem solved for determining  w  is  
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QPstruct _ svm : 
  
(w* ,ξ* )= argmin

w,ξ

1
2

|| w ||2 + C
n

ξi
i=1

n

∑  such that 

∀i,∀y∈ϒ \ yi :w
T (Ψ(xi , yi )−Ψ(xi , y )) ≥1−

ξi
Δ(yi , y)

  and   ξi ≥0  for all  i  
(4.1) 

The learning algorithm solves the optimization problem upto a precision ε . The 

estimate of the parameters is constantly updated by accumulating cutting planes 

(constraints that have not been sufficiently paid for) until no such constraints can be 

found. The main result of Structural SVM is that the procedure converges in   O( n ) steps. 

The proof of convergence will be sketched in subsequent sections; we will build on the 

framework further in Chapter 5. We will present the results in the language of docking 

from hereon. 

For the problem of learning to dock, the output space is the space of rigid body 

transformations. τ  is a rigid body transformation, τ i  is the transformation for correctly 

docked structure of complex  i ,  
fα τ( )  is the α  element of a vector of interface properties 

of transformation τ . The function Δ(τ i ,τ )  is the i-RMSD between structures generated 

by the transformations τ  and τ i . The i-RMSD (or other dissimilarity measures of the 

interfaces that we could have chosen) helps shape the potential like a funnel. As the 

complex is getting closer to the correctly docked conformation the penalty for mis-

ranking becomes smaller. It imposes larger penalty if the interfaces in the complexes 

(decoy and native) are less similar to each other, creating an energy landscape with a 

funnel structure. 

Algorithm for learning to dock  

1: Input: Set of correctly docked conformation Xij  ( i  is the complex index and j  is the 
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index of the protein chain, total of n  complexes and 2n  chains), their sequences, and 

their transformations τ i  ((X11,X12 ),τ1),...,((Xn1,Xn2 ),τ n ) , C  - the weight of the slack 

variable penalty, tolerated approximation error ς . 

2: Start the search by calculating an initial set of potential parameters. For all n  

complexes with known empirical structures generate set of incorrect transformations Γ i
(0)  

∀i = 1,...,n  (i is index of the complex). Any set of decoys (including the empty set) can 

be used to boot strap the algorithm. In the present study we used Patchdock[49, 100].  

3: Calculate the set of constraints Si ∀i   

Si ← {∀τ i
j( ) ∈Γ i

(0) : wα
α
∑ ( fα τ i( )− fα τ i

j( )( )) ≥1− ξi
Δ(τ i ,τ i

( j ) )
}   

where Δ(τ i ,τ i
( j ) ) = irmsd((Xi1,Xi2 )

(τ i ), (Xi1,Xi2 )
(τ i

j( ) ) )  , τ i
( j )  is a transformation sampled by 

Patchdock. 

4: Solve the quadratic programming problem (w,ξ)= argmin
w,ξ

1
2
wTw + C

n
ξi

i
∑  subject to 

the constraints 
 

Sii=1

n
  and ∀iξi ≥ 0  

5: Start the main iteration cycle and set the number of iterations:ρ = 0  

6:   Repeat: ρ = ρ +1 

7:   for i = 1,...,n  do  /* Loop over all complexes */ 

8.1: List constraints by the extent of violation - Τi
ρ( ) , the energies of the violating decoys, 

E, and their similarity to the native, Δ . The input is the coordinates of the two chains Xi1  

and Xi2  of complex i , the set of transformations, τ i  to model complex i , the set of 

parameters w , tolerated energy error ς , and the number of complex structures to 
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retain,Λ . (Τi
(ρ ),E,Δ)= find_top_violations(Xi1,Xi2 ,τ i ,w,ς ,Λ)  

8.2: Add cutting planes to the working set 

 for τ i
( j ) ∈Τi

(ρ )  do  

  if Δ(τ i
( j ),τ i )(1− wα fα τ i( )− fα τ i

j( )( )⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦

α
∑ ) > ξi + ς  

    
 
Γ i
(ρ )= Γ i

(ρ )
 {τ i

( j )}   

  fi 

 end for 

9: Set constraints 
 

Si ← {∀τ i
( j ) ∈Γ i

(β ) : wα fα τ i( )− fα τ i
j( )( )⎡

⎣
⎤
⎦

α
∑ ≥1− ξi

Δ(τ i ,τ i
( j ) )
}

β=0

ρ
  and 

solve the quadratic programming problem: (w,ξ)= argmin
w,ξ

1
2
wTw + C

n
ξi

i
∑  subject to the 

constraints 
 

Sii=1

n
  and ∀iξi ≥ 0  

10: end for  

11: until no new constraints found during iteration (
 

Γ i
(ρ )

i =∅ ) 

12: Output:w  

Finding the Cutting Planes 

The docking procedure with error bounds was presented in Chapter 2. The 

algorithm for finding the cutting planes follows a similar design. We chose i-RMSD, a 

standard metric in the field of docking, for measuring the similarity of interfaces. We 

provide a constant-time algorithm to calculate RMSD between a pair of docked arising in 
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rigid body docking, the RMSD is computed in constant time (independent of the protein 

sizes) with the addition of a simple pre-processing step. 

Algorithm for finding RMSD - RMSD_RIGID_DOCK 

Preprocess 

1: Input: Sets of points 
 
XR = {

r1,
r2 ,...,

rm},XL = {

l1,

l2 ,...,


ln}  representing the receptor and ligand in 

the native structure. 

2: Center the point sets, 
 

r =

ri
i=1

n

∑
m

,
 

l =


l

i=1

m

∑
n

, c =
m r + n l
m + n  

ri =
ri − c and 

 


li =

li − c , 

recalculate 
 

r =

ri
i=1

n

∑
m

 and 
 

l =


l

i=1

m

∑
n

 

3: Compute A =

axx axy axz
ayx ayy ayz
azx azy azz

⎧

⎨
⎪⎪

⎩
⎪
⎪

⎫

⎬
⎪⎪

⎭
⎪
⎪

 where aαβ = riα × riβ
i=1

n

∑ and B =

bxx bxy bxz
byx byy byz
bzx bzy bzz

⎧

⎨
⎪⎪

⎩
⎪
⎪

⎫

⎬
⎪⎪

⎭
⎪
⎪

 where 

bαβ = liα × liβ
i=1

m

∑  

RMSD calculation 

1: Input: Rigid body transformation τ = (t,u) , to compute RMSD((XR ,XL ),(XR ,τ (XL )))  

2: Compute ℜ =

ρxx ρxy ρxz

ρyx ρyy ρyz

ρzx ρzy ρzz

⎧

⎨
⎪⎪

⎩
⎪
⎪

⎫

⎬
⎪⎪

⎭
⎪
⎪

 where 

ραβ =
aαβ + (τ (li ))α × liβ

i=1

n

∑
m + n

=
aαβ + (uαxlix + uαyliy + uαzliz + tα )× liβ

i=1

n

∑
m + n

=

=
aαβ + uαxbxβ + uαybyβ + uαzbzβ + tα × l β

m + n

 

3: Calculate RMSD from eigen-values of ℜTℜ  
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Claim: Let NR ,NL be the number of points in the receptor and ligand. The algorithm 

RMSD_RIGID_DOCK takes O(NR + NL + M )  time to process M transformations. 

The straightforward approach of computing RMSD between the model and the native by 

explicitly listing the points of the model would involve Θ((m + n)M )  operations. This 

procedure is also applicable to cluster solutions according the i-RMSD, all pair-wise 

distances between M transformations are calculated in O((m + n)M + M 2 ) (the straight 

forward procedure would involve Θ((m + n)M 2 ) operations). 

Algorithm for finding the most violated constraints   find _ top _violations  

1: Input: receptor XR , ligand XL , native transformation τ nat , scoring function parameters w , tolerated 

error ε , and minimum number of solutions to retain Λ  

2: Find radius of each protein and determine the density of rotational sampling and grid spacing to be used 

such that the error can be bounded by ε  

3: Compute score of native transformation Enat  

4: Compute grids Rvdw and ∀ j∈{1,...,22}Rj on the receptor protein and their inverse Fourier transforms 

5: Initiate the set of violations to empty set (Γ,E,Δ)←∅ ; the extents of violations are set to 0 

i.e.,Vsorted = [0,0,...,0]  

6: foruα ∈U (the space of rotations) do  

• compute scores Eα
Grid  for all transformations (Γα ) involving current rotation  

• for τ ∈Γα  with Eτnat
− Eτ

Grid ≤1+ ε  do  
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o compute Δ(τ ,τ nat ) = i-RMSD((XR ,XL )
(τ ), (XR ,XL )

(τnat ) )  

o if (1− (Eτnat
− Eτ

Grid )) > Vsorted[Λ]
Δ(τ ,τ nat )

− ε , then 

 compute exact score Eτ  

 if (1− (Eτnat
− Eτ )) >

Vsorted[Λ]
Δ(τ ,τ nat )

 and Eτnat
− Eτ ≤1 , then 

• compute Vτ = Δ(τ ,τ nat )(1− (Eτnat
− Eτ ))  , update Vsorted , Γ,E,Δ   

 fi 

o fi 

• end for 

end for 

12: Output: (Γ,E,Δ)  

Algorithm Convergence 

The analysis of convergence of the algorithm is in terms of the dual. We present the main  

results in duality theory used in the proof. 

Duality theory and a summary of previous work 
We state results from duality theory that are used later in proving that the algorithm 

converges. Let  Z  denote the target function of   QPstruct _ svm  i.e., Z(w,ξ)= 1
2
wTw + C

n
ξi

i
∑ . 

Define M  as the matrix of inequalities M (ij,α ) = fα τ i( )− fα τ i
j( )( ) , 
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Ν j ,i =
1

Δ(τ i ,τ i
( j ) )

if τ i
( j )  is a decoy of example i

0 else

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪
. Let e  be a column vector with 

each element equal to 1. The constraints can be written in matrix form as Mw +Νξ ≥ e . 

Let L(w,ξ,υ) = 1
2
wTw + C

n
eTξ −υT (Mw +Νξ − e)  such that ξ ≥ 0 , υ ≥ 0  and 

D(υ) = − 1
2
υTMMTυ + eTυ  such that ΝTυ ≤ C

n
e  and υ ≥ 0 . The problem 

(w*,ξ*)= argmin
w,ξ

Z(w,ξ)  is said to be primal problem and υ**= argmax
υ

D(υ)  is said to be 

the dual problem. A point is said to be feasible point of a problem if it satisfies the 

constraints associated with the problem. 

The following properties hold: 

1) For every feasible point (w,ξ,υ)  of L  if (w,ξ)  is a feasible point of the primal, 

L(w,ξ,υ) ≤ Z(w,ξ)  

2) For every feasible point (w,ξ)  of the primal there exists υ  such that (w,ξ,υ)  is a 

feasible point of L   

3) For every feasible point υ  of the dual there exist w,ξ  such that (w,ξ,υ)  is a 

feasible point of L  

4) For every feasible point (w,ξ,υ)  of L  if υ  is a feasible point of the dual, 

D(υ) ≤ L(w,ξ,υ)  

5) If (w*,ξ*)= argmin
w,ξ

Z(w,ξ)  and υ**= argmax
υ

D(υ) , 

D(υ*) = L(w*,ξ*,υ*) = Z(w*,ξ*) . Further (w*,ξ*,υ*)  satisfy 
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w* − (υ*)T M = 0    (∂L
∂w

= 0)  , C
n
e− t − (υ*)TΝ = 0    (∂L

∂ξ
= 0)  , 

Mw* +Νξ* − s − e = 0    (∂L
∂υ

= 0)   

6) As a result of 1-5; if (w,ξ)  is a feasible point of the primal and υ  a feasible point 

of the dual, Z(w,ξ) ≥ D(υ)  

We summarize the framework of Tsochantaridis et al. [40] here for the benefit of the 

reader. Let Δi = maxτ {Δ(τ i ,τ )} , Δ = max
i
{Δi} , Ri = maxτ { fα τ( ) − fα τ i( )

α
∑ } , 

R = max
i
{Ri} . For docking, Δ  would be the maximum i-RMSD and R  is the maximum 

feature difference (in absolute terms) encountered in the problem. 

Tsochantaridis et al. [40] show that one does not have to list all constraints to 

solve the primal problem. They show that it is sufficient to add violations that incur the 

largest penalty at each iteration. Although a quadratic optimization is solved to update 

parameters at each iteration, the analysis is in terms of progress made in solving the dual 

D . They show that the dual improves by at-least a constant amount in each iteration. 

Since w = 0  and ξ = Δe  is a feasible solution of primal, D(υ*) = Z(w*,ξ*) ≤ Z(0,Δe)  and 

so the procedure converges. 

Theorem (Theorem 18 from Tsochantaridis et al. [40]) : For a given ς > 0 , the learning 

algorithm terminates after K ×max{2nΔ
ς
, 8CΔ

3R2*

ς 2
}  iterations.  

Large Scale Quadratic Programming 

Support Vector Machine learning and Structural SVM learning require solving quadratic 

programs with specific patterns in the constraints. The primal-dual target function is: 
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L(w,ξ,υ,t, s) = 1
2
wTw + C

n
eTξ −υT (Mw +Νξ − s − e)− tTξ  

such that ξ ≥ 0 , υ ≥ 0 , s ≥ 0 , t ≥ 0  

(4.2) 

We use the same notation as described in section Duality theory and a summary of 

previous work, but the quadratic program addressed here is with respect to a working set 

of constraints. Let nd  be the dimensionality of the parameter space, nc  be the number of 

constraints and ns  be the number of complexes. 

 The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions are necessary and sufficient 

conditions to ensure that a point is the optimum of a convex optimization problem subject 

to linear constraints. 

KKT Conditions: 

w −MTυ = 0
Mw +Νξ − s − e = 0
C
n
e− ΝTυ − t = 0

VSe = 0
TΞe = 0

                 (4.3) 

where, V is a diagonal matrix with V[i,i] = υi ;  S , T  , Ξ  are similar diagonal matrices 

defined by   s ,t ,ξ . 

We follow the primal-dual interior point method [96] for solving the quadratic 

programs. Predictor-corrector based methods move towards satisfying the KKT 

conditions over a series of iterations by reducing the duality gap, monitoring primal and 

dual feasibility and maintaining centrality. 

The system of equations to be solved for the update at each iteration is: 
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I −MT 0 0 0
M 0 Ν −I 0
0 −ΝT 0 0 −I
0 S 0 V 0
0 0 T 0 Ξ

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

Δw
Δυ
Δξ
Δs
Δt

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
=

−rw
−rM
−rC
−rSV
−rTΞ

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

 (4.3) 

where the residuals are defined as rw = w −MTυ , rM = Mw +Νξ − s − e , 

rC = C
n
e− ΝTυ − t , rSV =VSe  and rTΞ = TΞe  

Claim: The system (1) reduces after block eliminations to  

(I +MTDM )Δw = −rw +M
TD(−rM −V −1rSV +ΝT

−1rTΞ +ΝT
−1ΞrC )  where D = (V −1S +ΝT −1ΞΝT )−1  

Proof: Reducing the linear system: 

Eliminate Δs  using VΔs + SΔυ = −rSV
⇒Δs = −V −1SΔυ −V −1rSV

 to obtain 
I −MT 0 0
M V −1S N 0
0 −NT 0 −I
0 0 T Ξ

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

Δw
Δυ
Δξ
Δt

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
=

−rw
−rM −V −1rSV

−rC
−rTΞ

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

 

Eliminate Δξ  using TΔξ +ΞΔt = −rTΞ
⇒ Δξ = −T −1ΞΔt −T −1rTΞ

, 
I −MT 0
M V −1S −NT −1Ξ
0 −NT −I

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

Δw
Δυ
Δt

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
=

−rw
−rM −V −1rSV + NT

−1ΞrTΞ
−rC

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
 

Eliminate Δt  using −NTΔυ − Δt = −rC , 

I −MT

M V −1S + NT −1ΞNT
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

Δw
Δυ

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥
=

−rw
−rM −V −1rSV + NT

−1ΞrTΞ + NT
−1ΞrC

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥  

Finally, eliminate Δυ  using MΔw + D−1Δυ = −rM −V −1rSV +ΝT
−1rTΞ +ΝT

−1ΞrC  to obtain 

(I +MTDM )Δw = −rw +M
TD(−rM −V −1rSV +ΝT

−1rTΞ +ΝT
−1ΞrC )  

Structure of linear System 
Without loss of generality assume that the inequalities are sorted by the index of slack 

variable. Let al  be the l th column of N . Let G = S−1V   

Claim: D = G − λlhlhl
T

l=1

ns

∑ where λl =
ξl
tl
× 1

1+ ξl
tl

al (i)
2 υi

sii=1

nc

∑
 and hl (i) =

al (i)
G[i,i]
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Proof: D−1 = G−1 +ΝT −1ΞΝT =V −1S + (ξl
tl
)alal

T

l=1

ns

∑  is block diagonal. It is enough to show 

the result for a block. The result for a block is the Sherman-Morrison formula [101]. 

Parallel linear algebra routines developed by Wagner and Meller (reported in PF3 

[38]) were expanded for the calculation of I +MTDM  in a completely data parallel 

fashion. The constraint matrixM and all long vectors (except w ) are held in distributed 

form. All basic linear algebra routines were re-implemented in parallel. The compute 

intensive task is to form I +MTDM and the residuals. The expression of D  and D−1  as 

sum of a diagonal matrix and outer products is exploited for this purpose.  

 We follow the Mehrotra’s predictor-corrector (MPC) method [102] with 

Gondzio’s higher order corrections [103] for the solver. Our approach for the solution of 

quadratic programs in Structural SVM learning is similar to interior point method based 

approaches for learning support vector machines from large numbers of observations 

[104, 105]. We use the OOQP (Object Oriented software for Quadratic Programming) 

framework [106] in the development of our solver. We modified the SVM module in 

OOQP to pStructSvm to handle our formulation. The algorithm is outlined here for 

completeness. 

Predictor Corrector method based QP Solver 

1: Input: M , N ,C , n  

2: Parameters:  

 βmin = 0.1,βmax = 10.0 : relative threshold values for outlier complementarity products 

 K : the maximum number of corrections allowed 

2: Preprocess: Starting point (w,υ,ξ, s, t)  with (υ, s) > 0,(ξ, t) > 0  

 nC = length(ξ)+ length(s)  
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3: repeat 

• Set µ = v
T s + ξT t
nC

 

• /* Predictor Step */ Solve for (Δwaff ,Δυaff ,Δξaff ,Δsaff ,Δtaff )  such that 

I −MT 0 0 0
M 0 Ν −I 0
0 −Ν 0 0 −I
0 S 0 V 0
0 0 T 0 Ξ

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

Δwaff
Δυaff
Δξaff
Δsaff
Δtaff

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

=

−rw
−rM
−rC
−rSV
−rTΞ

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

 

• Compute αaff  to be the largest value in (0,1]  such that (υ, s)+α(Δυaff ,Δsaff ) ≥ 0  and 

(ξ, t)+α(Δξaff ,Δtaff ) ≥ 0  

• /* calculate centering parameter */ µaff =
(v +αaffΔυaff )

T (s +αaffΔsaff )+ (ξ +αaffΔξaff )
T (t +αaffΔtaff )

nC
 

 σ = (
µaff

µ
)3   

• /* Corrector step */ Solve for Δ p = (Δwp ,Δυ p ,Δξp ,Δsp ,Δt p )  such that 

I −MT 0 0 0
M 0 Ν −I 0
0 −Ν 0 0 −I
0 S 0 V 0
0 0 T 0 Ξ

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

Δwp
Δυ p
Δξp
Δsp
Δt p

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

=

−rw
−rM
−rC

σµ − rSV − ΔSaffΔV aff

σµ − rTΞ − ΔT affΔΞaff

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

 

• Compute αmax  to be the largest value in (0,1]  such that (υ, s)+α(Δυ p ,Δsp ) ≥ 0  and 

(ξ, t)+α(Δξp ,Δt p ) ≥ 0  

• /* Gondzio corrections */   k = 0  

• while k + + < K  and α <1.0  do 

o /* compute trial point */ set αT = max{1.08*αmax + 0.08,1}  and obtain  

 
( w, υ, ξ, s, t )← (w,υ,ξ, s, t)+αT (Δwp ,Δυ p ,Δξp ,Δsp ,Δt p )  

o /* define the target */ Project rSV
proj ,rTΞ

proj  of 
 
rSV  and 

 
rTΞ  onto [βminσµ,βmaxσµ]

nC  
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o /* compute the corrector */  Solve for Δg = (Δwg ,Δυg ,Δξg ,Δsg ,Δtg )  such that         

 

I −MT 0 0 0
M 0 Ν −I 0
0 −Ν 0 0 −I
0 S 0 V 0
0 0 T 0 Ξ

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

Δwg
Δυg
Δξg
Δsg
Δtg

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

=

0
0
0

rSV
proj − rSV
rTΞ
proj − rTΞ

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

 

o Compute α enhanced  to be the largest value in (0,1]  such that 

 
( υ, s)+α enhanced (Δυg ,Δsg ) ≥ 0  and 

 
( ξ, t )+α enhanced (Δξg ,Δtg ) ≥ 0  

o /* test for improvement */  if α enhanced = 1  then  

 Δ p = Δg , α =α enhanced  

 terminate corrections  

o else if α enhanced ≥ (1.005)α  ; then  

 Δ p = Δg , α =α enhanced  

o else 

 terminate corrections 

o fi 

• Choose α ∈(0,αmax )  according to Mehrotra’s step length heuristic 

• Set (w,υ,ξ, s, t)← (w,υ,ξ, s, t)+α(Δwp ,Δυ p ,Δξp ,Δsp ,Δt p )  

5: until the convergence or infeasibility test is satisfied. 

  

Results 

Derivation of parameters 

We used the set of 640 protein-protein dimer complexes described in Chapter 3. The 

scoring function is based on a linear combination of vdw attraction, vdw repulsion and 

contacts between 22 different particle types (a particle type was chosen for the backbone 

carbonyl group, backbone amide group and each residue type was represented by a 

different particle type). We used a piecewise linear interpolation to represent the 
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functional form for the contact function (see section Residue and backbone contact 

potential, Chapter 2). 

The initial parameter set was computed using decoys generated by Patchdock. 

This study does not include exhaustive set of transformations and it relies instead on 

another docking program (Patchdock [100]) to provide a set of structures appropriate for 

learning. The parameters determined from optimization with the Patchdock-based set of 

structures were used in exhaustive ranking of all docking candidates on a grid at the first 

iteration. At each iteration, we docked protein partners using the current parameter set. 

For each complex, up to 100,000 violated constraints were added in each iteration. All 

constraints from the 640 complexes were pooled with the constraints discovered so far 

and the resultant quadratic program was solved for the new set of parameters. The 

dimension of the feature space was 252. The largest quadratic optimization problem 

solved as part of the learning involved 256,072,066 constraints. This quadratic program 

was solved in 44 hours on 559 cores on Ranger2, a super computer maintained by TACC 

(Texas Advanced Computing Center). The potential converges with successive iterations 

(illustrated in Figure 10). The normalized dot product between the normalized parameter 

vectors estimated at iteration 3 and 4 is 0.992. The final potential is provided in Table 3.  

Test on newly deposited complexes 

There were 157 heterodimeric protein-protein complexes deposited in the PDB since 

2008 that were not similar to any complex in the training set. Of these 55 complexes had 

                                                
2 A super computer that is part of NSF Teragrid, each node contains four AMD Opteron Quad‐Core 64‐bit processors (16 cores in all) on a single board, as an SMP unit with 32 

GB memory. The core frequency is 2.3 GHz and supports 4 floating‐point operations per clock period with a peak performance of 9.2 GFLOPS/core or 128 GFLOPS/node. The 
nodes are connected by the Sun InfiniBand datacenter switches. 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no ligand molecules or ions close to the interface, no disulphide bonds and did not 

involve extensive conformational change upon docking (terminal unfolding/insertion, 

domain rearrangement). 12 of these complexes had unbound configurations (homolog 

with tm-score [86] below 0.95) for at-least one chain; these constitute the test set. When 

using homologs we always model the structure of the native sequence based on the 

homolog and dock models. 

 

Figure 10 The scoring function converges as iterative learning proceeds, for each iteration we plot the dot 

product between the parameters (normalized to have L2 norm 1) at this iteration and the previous iteration. 

Our protocol (flowchart illustrated in Figure 11) is to dock using the learnt 

potential, sort the solutions, cluster them based on i-RMSD, and return high scoring 

representatives from these clusters. This protocol identifies a near native solution within 

top 10 (100) on 4 of 12 cases (7 of 12) cases compared to 3 of 12 (6 of 12) by 

Zdock3.0+Zrank; 5 of 12 (7 of 12) by Cluspro [2] and 2 of 12 (5 of 12) by Gramm-X [4]. 

The comparison on each case is provided in Table 4. Note that the algorithm presented in 

the text is coarse grained, using residue based potential, and rigid protein shapes. The 

state of the art algorithms we compared to are using more sophisticated description, 

including atomic models and refinement of the initial structures. We find it encouraging 
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that the simplified model is doing consistently better than other approaches.

Table 3 Vdw residue backbone scoring function (PIESSVM) 
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Figure 11 Outline of algorithm to predict mode of binding in a protein-protein interaction. We only retain 

219=524388 conformations due to computational limitations. 

Discussion   

Mathematical programming was used extensively in the field of protein folding [72, 73, 

77, 78, 107], protein docking [62, 97], and protein design [108, 109]. These algorithms 

Table 4 Performance of Dock/PIESSVM is comparable to Zdock [1] with Zrank [3] , Cluspro [2] 
and Gramm-X [4]. A model is said to be a hit if (i-RMSD ≤ 4Å) from native. The entries of 

Besthit indicate the lowest ranked model that is a hit. ZD3.0ZR is the result of rescoring 
transformations generated by Zdock3.0 using Zrank. We use the greedy i-RMSD based clustering 
developed as part of our algorithm on structures generated by Zdock3.0 with Zrank and report the 
results under the columns labeled ZDZR+cluster. In summary, Dock/PIESSVM predicted correctly 

1/4/7 complexes in the top 1/top 10/top 100 hits, Zdock3.0 1/3/6, ZD3.0ZR 1/1/4, ZDZR + 
cluster 1/1/6, Cluspro 0/5/7, and Grammx 0/2/5. Dock/PIESSVM according to this test is at par with 

these leading technologies. 
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are invariably based on heuristic sampling of constraints. As carefully as the selections 

were made, there was no proof that the algorithms converge or even improve with the 

addition of new constraints. Structural SVM algorithm shows systematic and monotonic 

improvement in the energy function as the number of constraints that are added to the set 

increases. 

The learning algorithm presented in this work connects iterative learning 

procedures used for potential design in protein folding and protein docking community 

with research in support vector machines. Learning a contact potential (residue, atomic, 

even after inclusion of distance dependence) that always scores native above all possible 

conformations is infeasible [73] and it is critical to develop approaches to select the best 

model under these circumstances. Other simpler methods that optimize Z-scores [110] or 

work with limited conformational sampling [37, 93, 111] have worked well in practice 

and the quality of the potential generally improved with the extent of the conformational 

space explored. However, in these approaches there are no theoretical guarantees on the 

quality of solution, and it is difficult to further improve the solution upon the discovery of 

new examples. As more data become available, it is important for algorithms to 

systematically and consistently continue to improve their capacity. Structural SVM have 

provided significant breakthroughs on this front. When the global optimum can be found, 

learning procedures can be designed with provable guarantees. Efficient procedures exist 

for finding the global optimum in certain models for protein docking, which makes the 

above advances particularly relevant to docking.  
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Chapter 5 

Learning with Clustering 

Computational docking procedures are used to generate a small number of hypotheses 

about the structure of the complex that have to be validated through experiments. A good 

scoring function can be characterized as the one minimizing the number of experiments 

that have to be performed in order to identify the correct structure. In this regard, 

designing scoring functions for docking is similar to designing a ranked retrieval system. 

The output space of rigid body docking is 6 dimensional, a low dimensional space. The 

observations stem from direct physical measurements with very low noise levels. For 

docking we can only afford to iterate a few times. In this chapter we explore notions of 

fitness that incorporate clustering that can still be optimized through the ideas of 

Structural SVM. 

Problem Formulation 

This chapter is a continuation of our efforts to improve the accuracy of scoring functions 

for docking. A good docking procedure generates a small number of hypotheses about the 

structure of the complex that can be validated by performing a small number of 

experiments. The same holds for virtual ligand screening. In virtual ligand screening, the 

task is to identify the best binder of a given pharmacore from a huge library of small 

molecules. The predictor is used to select a small number of putative binders that are 

evaluated experimentally. Even if it is not possible to predict the best binder on the top, 

the predictor is useful as long as it recovers the best binder in its top few predictions. In 

these scenarios the predictor has multiple opportunities to recover the output for a given 
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input. How do we capture this requirement in formulating the learning problem? We want 

the formulation to be tractable while capturing the target.  

Consider the following formulation, the goal is minimize the number of cases in 

which the predictor fails: 

OPfalse_ positive  : Find (w*,ξ** )= argmin
w,ξ

1
2
||w ||2 + C

n
1ξij >1

i, j
∑ , such that 

∀i,∀yij ∈ϒ \ yi :w
T (Ψ(xi , yi )−Ψ(xi , yij )) ≥1−ξij   and 

  
ξij ≥0  for all  i  

(5.1) 

Minimizing false positive rate is NP-hard even when all constraints are explicitly listed - 

this is a corollary of the construction employed by Hoffgen et al. [112] to show that 

finding a separating plane with minimum mis-prediction rate is NP-hard. 

Structural SVM formulation involves only a single slack variable per instance of 

observed input-output pair (there is only one slack variable ξi  per complex). Due to this 

choice, the learner only knows of the degree by which its prediction differs from the 

correct output but not how much separation it attained on a given training example. 

Let us revisit the linear programming formulation used in Chapter 3 and approaches 

for multi label classification [113]. Consider the quadratic programming approach for 

sum-slack minimization. In place of counting number of false positives, we penalize a 

false positive by the extent to which it scores above the native. 

QPmulti _ class  : Find (w*,ξ** )= argmin
w,ξ

1
2
||w ||2 + C

n
ξij

i, j
∑ , such that 

∀i,∀yij ∈ϒ \ yi :w
T (Ψ(xi , yi )−Ψ(xi , yij )) ≥1−

ξij
Δ(yi , yij )

 and 
  
ξij ≥0  for all   i, j  

(5.2) 

This formulation has been used for output spaces of small cardinality and with sampling 

of output space. While the formulation captures the extent to which the predictor 
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separates the correct output from the rest it is not practical. The main issues with this 

formulation are – errors in training data (there is no limit on the penalty to be paid on any 

single example) and inability to solve the optimization problem for docking.  

 Experiments to validate the predicted models can be thought as inducing a 

measure on the output space. We assume the existence of a metric Θ  on the output space 

( ϒ ). Two points of the output space are similar if they are within ε  of each other. If an 

experiment rules out a possibility  y , we could ignore possibilities similar to  y . The 

prediction task would be to generate a small list of putative images of a given point x  

such that no two images are similar. Such clustering of solutions is often performed in 

protein-protein docking. 

The next formulation is based on relaxing the requirement of recovering the 

correct association as the top prediction. The prediction task is considered successful if 

the correct prediction is recovered within the top α  predictions.  A similar formulation 

was used to optimize precision ( Prec@k ) in binary classification [114].  

QPextent _misprediction_upto_α  : Find (w*,ξ** )= argmin
w,ξ

1
2
||w ||2 + C

n
ξi

i
∑ , such that 

∀i,∀k=1
α ∀{yi1,..., yik} ⊂ ϒ \ yi  with Θ(yij , yik ) > ε, wT (Ψ(xi , yi )−Ψ(xi , yij )) ≥1−ξi

j=1

k

∑   

and   ξi ≥0  for all  i  

(5.3) 

The Structural SVM framework is applicable to this formulation. In place of paying for 

the most violated constraint, the top α  dissimilar violations are paid for in this 

formulation. The task can be thought as learning a mapping 
 

fα :X ϒ,ϒ ⊂ ϒ × ϒ × ...× ϒ
α  copies

    

where ϒ  is the set of α  points of ϒ  with pair-wise distances above ε . The inference 

step involves finding the set of dissimilar images that lead to largest net mis-prediction 
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extent. In place of finding the image leading to the most violated constraint one finds a 

maximum of α  images whose sum of violations is maximized. For the 0 /1  loss function, 

a greedy approach can be used for this task - the algorithm traverses the sorted list of 

violations and selects the top α  images ignoring those within distance ε  of already 

selected ones. The greedy algorithm finds a 1
α

-approximate solution for this task. This 

approximation in finding the cutting plane does not influence the convergence of the 

iterative learning algorithm [115]. 

Since mislabeling of training examples is very unlikely in the docking problem, 

we could aspire to derive parameters w  such that an exhaustive search algorithm based 

on w  that uses clustering of predicted outputs results in the minimum extent of mis-

prediction. An optimization problem that captures these properties is:  

QPextent _misprediction_with_ clustering : Find (w*,ξ*,Π* )= argmin
Π,w,ξ (Π)

1
2
||w ||2 + C

n
ξΠik

i,k
∑  such that 

∀i,∀y∈ϒ \ yi :w
T (Ψ(xi , yi )−Ψ(xi , y)) ≥1−

ξΠik

Δ(yi , y)
 and ξΠik

≥ 0  for all i,k  

(5.4) 

where Πik  is the cluster covering transformation y  and ξΠik
is the slack cost associated 

with cluster k  of the example i . Additional slack variables are added to cover the 

violation space on each training example. A direct solution for QPextent _misprediction_with_ clustering  

would require listing all negative transformations, which is impractical. For low 

dimensional embeddings Θ  of the output space, we provide an iterative algorithm that 

finds w+  which is comparable in quality to the solution w*  of QPextent _misprediction_with_ clustering . 

There is no loss of quality of solution when working with an a-priori partitioning of the 

output space.  
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Algorithm Description 
 
The idea of the algorithm in short is – iteratively – compute top Λ  violations for each xi  

using the current estimate for w , as new violations are discovered, if current set of 

clusters do not cover the points causing the violations, greedily add new clusters (that is 

create new slack variables) else use existing clusters. Add new constraints requiring the 

slacks to be large enough to cover the violations; and retrain the potential. Over-sampling 

neighborhood of a cluster does not lead to extra penalty as the penalty assignment is per 

cluster and not per inequality. Continue this process until no new violations are 

discovered. We show that the number of iterations is bounded by the minimum extent of 

mis-prediction attainable on the explicit enumeration of all constraints.  

Algorithm 1 Structural SVM with clustering of outputs 
1: Input: (x1, y1 ),..., (xn , yn ) , C - the weight of slack variable penalty, tolerated 

approximation error ς , size of region in output space ε . 

2: ∀i = 1,...,n , sample set of clusters of incorrect images Γ i
(0)  for each input  (any set of 

decoys could be used to bootstrap, one could start with ∅ ) and set constraints 

Si ← {∀Gk ∈Γ i
(0)∀yi

( j ) ∈Gk :w
T (Ψ(xi , yi )−Ψ(xi , yi

( j ) )) ≥1− ξik
Δ(yi , yi

( j ) )
}  where Gk  is a cluster of 

images, yi( j )  is an element in this cluster and ξik  is the slack variable associated with this 

cluster. 

3: Solve QP (w,ξ)= argmin
w,ξ

1
2
||w ||2 + C

n
ξik

i,k
∑  subject to the constraints 

 
Sii=1

n
  and ∀i,kξik ≥ 0  

4: ρ = 0  

5: repeat  

6:   ρ = ρ +1  
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7:   for i = 1,...,n  do  

8:     /* find most violated images (create new clusters if regions of top scoring images 

have not been seen so far) according to current set of parameters */ 

 
 

(Τ i
(ρ ) ,E,Δ)= find_top_violations_and_clusters(xi , yi ,w,ς ,ε,Λ,  kΓ ik

(β )
β=0

ρ−1
 ) (set of high scoring 

images, their scores E  and distances from native Δ ) 

     /* add violated constraints to the working set */ 

       for Gk ∈Τ i
(ρ )  do  

         Γ ik
(ρ )=∅  

          for yi( j ) ∈Gk  do  

            if Δ(yi( j ) , yi )(1−wT (Ψ(xi , yi )−Ψ(xi , yi
( j ) ))) > 0  then /* have a violation */  

   if cluster ik  existed in previous iteration or added in this loop (say it is Γ ik
(ι) ) and 

Δ(yi
( j ) , yi )(1−w

T (Ψ(xi , yi )−Ψ(xi , yi
( j ) ))) > ξik + ς  then 

 
Γ ik
(ι)= Γ ik

(ι)
 {yi

( j )}  

   if new cluster ik  then Γ ik
(ρ )= {yi

( j )} , ξik = 0  

           end for 

       end for 

9:   end for 

10:  Set constraints 
 

Si ← {∀Gk ∈Γ i
(β )∀yi

( j ) ∈Gk :w
T (Ψ(xi , yi )−Ψ(xi , yi

( j ) )) ≥1− ξik
Δ(yi , yi

( j ) )
}

β=0

ρ
  and 

solve QP (w,ξ)= argmin
w,ξ

1
2
||w ||2 + C

n
ξik

i,k
∑  subject to the constraints 

 
Sii=1

n
  and ∀i,kξik ≥ 0  

11: until no new constraints found during iteration (
 

Γ ik
(ρ )

i,k =∅ ) 

12: Output:w  
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Algorithm Analysis 

The proof of convergence of the learning algorithm depends on properties of the 

clustering algorithm. The optimal clustering should be connected to the iterative 

clustering procedure used in the algorithm (problem is potrayed in Figure 12). We show 

that the number of clusters that the iterative procedure ends up adding for every cluster in 

the optimal clustering is bounded. When comparing two clustering schemes, the covering 

number is defined as the largest number of clusters in one scheme that intersect a cluster 

in another scheme. For low dimensional output spaces the covering number is small. In 

particular we show that the covering number is small for the docking problem and so the 

iterative clustering scheme is relatable to the optimal clustering. 

Definition: A metric Θ  on space ϒ  is said to satisfy small-cover property if there is a 

constant K  such that for all ε > 0 , y∈ϒ , Bε (y)= {y '∈ϒ ∍ Θ(y, y ') < ε}  ( ε -ball around y ) and 

covers 
 

Ρ(ε) = {Bε (yi )
i
 }  of ϒ  that satisfy the condition ∀ijΘ(yi , yj ) > ε ; at-most K  elements 

of Ρ(ε)  are sufficient to cover Bε (y) . K  is said to be the covering number of ϒ,Θ . 

Theorem: For the metric  Θ((t1,u1),(t2 ,u2 )) = t1 − t2
2 + L2 × u1u2

−1 − I
Frobenius

 on the  

space of rigid body transformations SE3 , and for covers Ρ(ε)  with ε ≤ L 8 , the 

covering number K ≤ 46 . 

Proof: Frobenius-distance is a metric on the space of matrices. For an orthogonal 

matrixO =
o11
o21
o31

⎧
⎨
⎪

⎩⎪

o12
o22
o32

o13
o23
o33

⎫
⎬
⎪

⎭⎪
, O − I F = 2Trace(I −O)  
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( O − I F )
2 = (1− o11)

2 + o12
2 + o13

2 +o21
2 + (1− o22 )

2 + o23
2 + o31

2 + o32
2 + (1− o33 )

2

=
3− 2(o11 + o22 + o33 )+ ((o11

22 + o12
2 + o13

2 )
+(o21

2 + o22
22 + o23

2 )+ (o31
2 + o32

2 + o33
2 ))

= 2Trace(I −O)

 

Frobenius norm is invariant under rigid body rotation (Theorem 3.1 in Trefethen and Bau 

[116]). So, we have u1u2
−1 − I

F
= u1u2

T − I
F
= (u1 − u2 )× u2

T
F
= u1 − u2 F

. Hence Θ  is 

a metric. 

Distances max out at 8  (under the Frobenius norm) in the rotation space while 

they could get arbitrarily large in the translation space. We introduce a scaling factor L  

to combine distances in both spaces in the metric Θ . For ε ≤ L 8 , consider covers 

Ρ(ε) of SE3  that are collections of ε -balls3, such that the centers of any pair of balls are 

at-least ε  apart. The number of elements in Ρ(ε) is infinite, but we are interested in 

covering arbitrary ε -balls in SE3  using elements in Ρ(ε) .  Let B  be the given ε -ball 

that needs to be covered, let R(B)  be its center. Consider all balls {B1,B2 ,...,Bn}  in Ρ(ε)  

that intersect B  and let R(B1),R(B2 ),...,R(Bn )  be their centers. Then 

d(R(B),R(Bi )) < 2ε ; since d(R(Bi ),R(Bj )) > ε , every ball Bi  has a sphere of radius ε
2

 

around R(Bi )  that does not intersect any other element of Ρ(ε) . So K  times volume of 

radius ε
2

<= volume of radius of 2ε . 

Lemma: For ε ≤ L 8 , the volume of an ε -ball is proportional to ε 6 . 

                                                
3 It is sufficient to show the covering property for small , the proof can be extended to all values of by taking into account the maxing out of 

distances in  
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Proof of lemma: Consider the quaternion representation of SO3 , let 

 
O ≅ a + b


i + c

j + d

k . We have a2 + b2 + c2 + d 2 = 1  

( O − I F )
2 = 2Trace(I −O)

= 2 × (3− (a2 + b2 − c2 − d 2 )
+(a2 − b2 + c2 − d 2 )+ (a2 − b2 − c2 + d 2 )

= 2 × (3− 3a2 + b2 + c2 + d 2 )
= 8 × (b2 + c2 + d 2 )

 

i.e., for ν ≤1 , the volume of a ν -ball in SO3  is 4
3
π ( v

8
)33 . The volume of an ε -ball in 

SE3  is given by 

volume = dtx dty dtz dadbdctx
2 +ty

2 +tz
2 +L2 ×8(a2 +b2 +c2 )≤ε2∫ = π 3

6 × (L 8)3
ε 6 . 

volume = dtx dty dtz dadbdctx
2 +ty

2 +tz
2 +L2 ×8(a2 +b2 +c2 )≤ε2∫

= 1
(L 8)3

dtx dty dtz dxa dxb dxctx
2 +ty

2 +tz
2 +xa

2 +xb
2 +xc

2 ≤ε2∫
= π 3

6 × (L 8)3
ε 6

 

Hence K ≤ 46 . 

The metric Θ  is used for incremental clustering. We add new clusters if distance (using 

Θ ) to existing cluster centers exceeds 10Å. 

Proposition: (Extension to Proposition 16 of Tsochantaridis et al. [40]): The 

improvement in dual objective function δ  is lower bounded by δ ≥min{Cς
2n
, ς 2

8Δ2R2
}  where 

Δi = maxτ {Δ(yi , y)} , Δ = max
i
{Δi}  , Ri = maxτ { (Ψ(xi , yi )−Ψ(xi , y)) } , R = max

i
{Ri} . 

While the dual problem stays the same during the solution to QPstruct _ svm , the dual changes 

as new clusters are added during the course of the algorithm - addition of a cluster adds 

new dimensions. A solution before the addition of a cluster padded with zeros in the new 
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dimension continues to be a feasible solution after the addition of a cluster.  This solution 

can be improved further by at-least δ . 

Our task here is complicated by the fact that we do not know the best clustering 

scheme and we use instead clustering on-the-fly as more inequalities are added. The 

impact of less than optimal clustering on the learning needs to be evaluated. The covering 

property discussed previously allows us to estimate the cost of clustering in the worst-

case scenario that still provides coverage of the output space leading to violations. 

Theorem: Let (w*,ξ*,Π* )= argmin
Π,w,ξ (Π)

1
2
||w ||2 + C

n
ξ(Π)ik

i,k
∑  such that 

∀i,∀y∈ϒ \ yi :w
T (Ψ(xi , yi )−Ψ(xi , y)) ≥1−

ξΠik

Δ(yi , y)
 (the least expensive solution over all 

possible clustering schemes). Let σ *= 1
2
||w* ||2 + C

n
ξik
*

i,k
∑ . For a given ς > 0 , the learning 

algorithm terminates in at-most K ×max{2nσ
*

Cς
, 8Δ

2R2σ *

ς 2
}  iterations. 

Proof: At each step the dual objective function increases by at-least δ = min{Cς
2n
, ς 2

8Δ2R2
} . 

Suppose the algorithm does not converge in said number of iterations; let (we ,ξe ,Πe )  be 

the solution at this stage and letσ P
e ,σD

e  be the values of the primal and dual objective 

functions (with partial covering Πe  of transformation space - clustering of a space 

induces a cover on it) and σ P
+  be the cost of the optimal parameters w* when the current 

clustering Πe  is used. 

σD ≤ σ P (primal is a minimization problem) 

σ P ≤ σ P
+  ( minimizes the primal objective function when clustering   is used) 

Claim:σ P
+ ≤ Kσ *  
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Proof of claim: Consider the following mapping from Πe  to Π* ∪ {Ο} : for each cluster in 

Gik
e ∈Πe , if it does not intersect any element in Π* , map it to Ο , if it does intersect, map it 

to the intersecting element with the largest slack cost. By the covering property, the 

number of elements that get mapped to any element of Π*  is at-most K  and w*  does not 

incur any penalty on elements mapped to Ο . So σ P
+ ≤ Kσ * . 

Since the algorithm makes progress of at-least δ  in each iteration we have σD ≥ Kσ * , 

leading to a contradiction. Hence the theorem.  

It follows from the proof that the solution returned satisfies σ P ≤ Kσ
* . 

 

Figure 12 Elements of the optimal cover Π*  are in blue and elements of the cover returned by the 

algorithm Πe  are in black. When the set of parameters w*  is used, slack cost is paid only for points in a 

blue clusters. 

We emphasize that we retain all inequalities in the iterations and clustering procedure. 

Clustering is only used to determine the slack variables. 

1D Docking 

The first sets of experiments are on a synthetic dataset. We consider a simplistic one- 

dimensional analogue of protein-protein interaction. Polymers are 1 dimensional chains 

of beads, beads come in 4 types Σ = {H ,P,+,−} . The interaction between polymers is 

governed by the interaction between beads; a matrix Μ = [mij ]  specifies pair-wise 

interaction between beads. An example is a pair of polymers arranged such that the 
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interaction score is maximized (interaction model illustrated in Figure 13). The problem is 

to recover Μ  from a collection of examples. 

 
Figure 13 1d polymers are chains of beads of 4 types. Two polymers associate maximizing strength of 

interaction between constituent beads. Each bead interacts with upto 5 beads of the other polymer. nij  is the 

total number of interactions between particles of type i  and particles of type j . The score of a 

configuration is the sum of scores of all pairwise bead interactions s = mijnij
1≤i, j≤4
∑  

We consider three scenarios of noise here: 

(1) interaction model includes terms between triplets of beads (joint feature 

representation is incomplete). In addition to pairwise contacts, triplet contacts 

are defined between particles that are upto 1 unit apart. The rightmost bead of 

type Ρ  of Polymer1 in Figure 13 is involved in triplet interactions (Ρ,Ρ,+) , 

(Ρ,+,Η) , (−,Ρ,+)  and (−,Ρ,Ρ) . The score of a configuration becomes 

s = mijnij
1≤i, j≤4
∑ + µijknijk

1≤i, j ,k≤4
∑  where µ  specifies scores of interactions between 3 

beads. 

(2) model of interaction between beads is pairwise but every interaction comes with 

a stochastic term (generation process has stochasticity, a deterministic joint 

feature map can only be an approximation) 

(3) some examples are mislabeled - we generated optimal translation according to 

the pairwise interaction matrix but labeled another translation as the correct 

output 
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240 polymers of length between 30 and 60 were generated with composition probabilities 

{0.35,0.35,0.15.0.15} . Two beads were defined as interacting with strengths {1,1 / 2,1 / 5}  

when they were displaced {0,1,2}  units from each other. Beads do not interact if they are 

displaced beyond 2 units relative to each other. We used Μ =
1 0 −0.3 −0.3
0 0.2 0.3 0.3

−0.3 0.3 −1.2 0.8
−0.3 0.3 0.8 −1.2

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
. 120 

pairs were generated using the three different interaction and noise models. Noise model 

2 scaled each contact by a random number in [0.6,1, 4]  during generation (the matrix Μ  

was held fixed). Noise model 3 retained 40% of pairs generated with Μ , displaced the 

prediction of optimal translation by upto 5 units on 30% of pairs; the displaced the 

optimal translation beyond 5 units on the remaining 30%. Results of Strucutral SVM and 

extensions including clustering under different noise models are presented in Table 5. 

Clustering leads to a small improvement under noise model 1, while the improvements 

are significant under noise model 3. Under noise model 2 precision in predicting exact 

displacement drops while precision taking into account neighborhood improves. 

Table 5 Comparison of learning at different levels of clustering of output space on 1ddock dataset. 
n-slack is Struct SVM, allpairs treats each point of output space as a cluster and clusterN treats N 

consecutive points as a cluster. The numbers reported in each cell is the average precision (in 
percentage) from a 5-fold cross validation (5 splits of paired polymers into 80 train and 40 test) on 

the training set and the test set. Evaluation method 1 requires the prediction of the correct 
translation, while method 2 requires prediction of translation to within 1 unit of the correct 

translation. For noise model 3, the numbers in the bracket indicate fitness when compared to the 
original labeling without noise. 
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Proteinprotein docking 

We use the interaction model and the training set of 640 protein-protein dimer complexes 

and test sets as discussed in Chapter 4. The parameter set (initial guess) used for docking 

in the first iteration was derived based on linear programming using decoys generated by 

Patchdock [49]. In each iteration, we docked protein partners using the current parameter 

set. Upto a maximum of 105  violations (false positive) were selected per complex. For 

each false positive, we added a new constraint requiring that the native transformation 

score above this transformation. If the false positive led to a new cluster, we added a new 

slack variable. All constraints from the 640 complexes were pooled with the constraints 

discovered so far and the resultant quadratic program was solved for the new set of 

parameters. We used interface i-RMSD [88] as the loss function. We used the learning 

algorithm for 6 iterations. The dot product between the parameters estimated at iteration 5 

and 6 is 0.978. At the 7th iteration, we re-clustered all the constraints in the working set – 

this was to adjust for poor cluster assignments made at the initial stages of the algorithm. 

We used the parameters determined at iteration 6 to assign an extent of violation for each 

constraint. Constraints were sorted based on these extents and a greedy algorithm was 

used to cluster them. The learning algorithm was continued for two more iterations. 

The dimension of the feature space was 252, the largest quadratic optimization 

problem solved as part of the learning involved 338,108,850 constraints with 35,861,395 

slack variables. This was solved in 32 hours on 811 cores on Ranger4. The potential 

improves with successive iterations (illustrated in Figure 14).  

                                                
4 A super computer that is part of NSF Teragrid, each node contains four AMD Opteron Quad-Core 64-bit processors (16 cores in all) on a single board, as an SMP unit with 32 
GB memory. The core frequency is 2.3 GHz and supports 4 floating-point operations per clock period with a peak performance of 9.2 GFLOPS/core or 128 GFLOPS/node. The 
nodes are connected by the Sun InfiniBand datacenter switches. 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Discovering violations at each iteration (docking all 640 protein pairs using the 

current parameters w ) was the most time-consuming task during the learning. This was 

the reason for adopting a clustering based extension of Structural SVM (studies on 

smaller problems indicated no loss from using clusters); we wanted to use as much 

information as possible from each docking run. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  

Table 6 A complex is said to be explained if a high quality hit – 
((i-RMSD ≤ 3Å)∨ (CαRMSD ≤ 3)∧ ( frac_native_ contacts ≥ 0.5))  is ranked within topN 

Table 7 Performance of Dock/PIE is comparable to Dock/PIESSVM (the difference between these two 
scenarios is the parameter set used, the algorithm is the same) and is systematically better than 

Cluspro [2], the leading protein docking algorithm. Dock/PIE predicted 1/6/8 complexes in the top 
1/top 10/top 100 hits, Dock/PIESSVM 1/4/7, Cluspro 0/5/7.  
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Figure 14 The scoring function improves as iterative learning proceeds, for each iteration we plot the 

number of cases explained by the docking algorithm. TopN summarizes the percentage of cases in which a 

model close to the native is returned within top N predictions. 

We evaluate the potential on the dataset of newly deposited complexes. Learning with 

clustering leads to an improvement on Structural SVM.  

 We removed constraints corresponding to cases similar to Zlab Benchmark [117] 

from the learning set and retrained the potential. This potential was used for evaluating 

the learning procedure on the benchmark. We docked every pair listed in the Zlab 

benchmark using our docking procedure and ranked solutions according to the potential 

designed here. Our algorithm selects a near native solution on the top / top 10 / top 100 in 

19/41/78 cases compared to 14/28/58 by Zdock3.0 + Zrank (Appendix). 

Comparison to other residue contact potentials 

The algorithm to generate decoys influences the learning of a potential. It is therefore not 

trivial to compare score functions on decoy structures that were generated by the same  
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Table 8 Vdw residue backbone scoring function (PIE). 
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approach that is used for the learning. In the previous sections we compared the 

algorithms (not the energy functions) letting every protocol generate its own candidates 

for correct docking. Nevertheless, there are docking potentials learnt with different 

techniques (statistical potentials, or linear programming) without clearly defined docking 

algorithm that we wish to evaluate and compare to our approach. To conduct the 

comparison it is necessary to generate decoy structures that are independent of our own 

(and others) procedures. We therefore use Zdock3.0 to computed 54,000 decoys for the 

640 complexes that were included in the training set. The results of scoring these 

structures with different energy functions are provided in Table 5. Statistical potential 

derived for template identification [111] is better than random (has p-value below 0.5), 

potentials derived on protein-protein interfaces [70] perform better, discriminative 

learning improves them further. Accounting for exhaustive enumeration of conformation 

Table 9 Top 54000 structures generated by Zdock3.0 are reranked under various schemes, for each 
case the rank for which the probability that a random scoring function will do better with probability 
0.5 is computed, the row labeled Reference summarizes this evaluation (Zdock3.0 generated a lot of 

near native structures, scoring at random would pick up a hit in top 100 models in 162 cases). 
Statistical potentials capture signal in protein-protein interfaces in the PDB, discriminative approaches 
improve the fitness significantly.  The tag “no SC” means  wvdw  was set to 0. Learning with clustering 
does an even better job of mining this information.  Our potentials do an even better job when used for 

sampling and scoring rather than rescoring alone. 
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space improves the result even further. Ignoring the OPLS factor in our potential (set 

wvdw to 0 and use the remaining terms as is from Table 8), which results in a function 

closer to a contact potential, still explains a significant fraction of complexes in the 

training set. 

Discussion 

The fitness attained at the end of training for protein-protein docking is substantially 

higher than is expected by the (worst case) analysis of the algorithm. The analysis proves 

that the slack sum is within a factor of 4096 of the optimal at the end of the algorithm, but 

in 6 iterations we obtain parameters that explain 73%  of training examples (if top 10 

predictions are taken into account) and the parameters converge to chemically consistent 

values.  

Slack rescaling based on a loss function Δ  is used to scale slacks of violating 

outputs in proportion to their errors. Distance metric Θ  on the output space is used to set 

up a reference for measuring the size of violation space. We are not coarse-graining the 

prediction problem based on clustering here. Clustering is used to define measures of 

goodness of fit. Choosing to retain all properties of the output space after clustering 

would lead to covering numbers exponential in the dimension of output space. Using low 

dimensional projections of the output space (guided by prior knowledge or principal 

component analysis) would keep the covering number small.  

We presented extensions of Structural SVM to use notions of distance on low 

dimensional output spaces whenever available. The performance measure optimized in 

our framework corresponds more closely to treating the learnt predictor as a filter. 

Additional slack variables were added to cover the violation space on each training 
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example. Preliminary studies suggest improved modeling from using our framework in 

physical domains. 

Interestingly, a single residue-based potential is doing well for both filtering and 

ranking. It is of course possible to re-rank the final results with more fine tuned energy 

functions and protocols and perhaps improve the results. However the current potential is 

putting together the ranking and filtering quite successfully, and on coarse level. 
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Chapter 6 

Protein Assembly 

A big fraction of protein-protein interactions is between proteins that form larger 

assemblies. Hypotheses for plausible assemblies can serve as guidance for designing 

mutational experiments to probe structures of the assemblies. The assembly problem is 

not incremental docking of constituent units, the assembly of three proteins P1, P2 and P3 

has the best score when all three interfaces (P1:P2, P1:P3, P2:P3) are taken together, the 

best interface between the pair P1:P2 may not be part of the assembly if there is no 

reasonable way of adding P3 to it. Inbar et al. [118] show that the problem of assembly 

gets combinatorially harder with more units involved in the assembly, they provide a 

practical heuristic algorithm Combdock [118-120] for generating assemblies of multiple 

proteins.  

The problem of combinatorial explosion is being addressed through an integration 

of information. Various pieces of experimental evidence (SAXS, mutational information, 

evolutionary information, cross linking) are incorporated as constraints to restrict the 

search space. This approach was pioneered in the seminal work of structure 

determination of the nuclear pore complex [28] an assembly of 456 constituent proteins. 

Since this work, there has been a steady growth of integrative approaches for protein 

assembly [27].  

We address the problem of protein docking and protein assembly from a 

biophysical viewpoint. We want to probe the principles guiding assembly processes. As 

part of this effort, we develop “ab-initio” approaches for assembly. For a given coarse-
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grained representation of proteins and potential functions, we comprehensively search the 

space of rigid body transformations of all constituent units that lead to the best assembly. 

Many protein-protein docking algorithms employ electrostatics and pair potentials. FFT 

friendly approximations capturing these properties are used for docking. We build a 

framework that uses the same potentials for assembly. We provide algorithms for trimer 

and tetramer assemblies that are guaranteed to find the ε -optimal assemblies (given an 

ε > 0 as an error bound to the algorithm, the solution returned by the assembly is within 

ε  of the optimal solution). The algorithms are based on simple pruning of the search 

space based on iterative application of the pigeon-hole principle. 

Trimer assembly 

Algorithm Algorithm for assembling three proteins (ASSEMBLE3/PIE) 
1: Input: Proteins Ρ1,Ρ2 ,Ρ3 , tolerated error ε , lower bound on the score of the optimal solution µ  and 

maximum number of solutions to retain Λ  

2: find radius of each protein and determine the density of rotational sampling and grid spacing to be used 

3: /* find solutions for each pair that score above 
µ − ε
3

− ε  or are within top Λ  */ 

 ∀1 ≤ α < β ≤ 3,Ταβ
(0),Eαβ

(0) = topΛ[Ρα ,Ρβ ,w]  

4: Merge and sort the list of the pair-wise transformations generated 

Γ = [(τα1β1
1 ,e1α1β1 ),(τα2β2

2 ,eα2β2
2 ),...] ∍ ∀j > i,eα 'β '

j ≤ eαβ
i   

5: (ΜΓ,ΜE)← () , i = 1  

6: repeat 

7:  repeat  

8:  j = i +1   

9:  if (α i ,βi ) ≠ (α j ,β j ) , compute the score of the assembly defined byταiβi
i ,τα jβ j

j  and 
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update (ΜΓ,ΜE)  and the lower bound µ  if assembly scores above µ − ε  

10:  if reached end of Γ  and eα jβ j

j ≥
µ − ε − eαiβi

i

2
− ε , find next Λ  transformations for 

Ρα j
,Ρβ j

and update Γ  

11:  j = j +1   

12:  until eα jβ j

j ≥
µ − ε − eαiβi

i

2
− ε  

13: i = i +1   

14: until eαiβi
i ≥

µ − ε
3

− ε  

15: Output: (ΜΓ,ΜE) 

The initial task for Target 42 in CAPRI [121] was to predict a trimer and a beta-version 

of the algorithm was used for the task (the trimers submitted were not evaluated since the 

task was later changed to predicting dimers). In practice, the time taken for the assembly 

step is not much higher than the time taken to perform all pair-wise dockings. 

Tetramer assembly 

Algorithm Algorithm for assembling four proteins (ASSEMBLE4/PIE) 
1: Input: Proteins Ρ1,Ρ2 ,Ρ3,Ρ4 , tolerated error ε , lower bound on the score of the optimal solution µ  

and maximum number of solutions to retain Λ  

2: find radius of each protein and determine the density of rotational sampling and grid spacing to be used 

3: /* find solutions for each pair that score above 
µ − ε
4

− ε  or are within top Λ  */ 

 ∀1 ≤ α < β ≤ 4,Ταβ
(0),Eαβ

(0) = topΛ[Ρα ,Ρβ ,w]  
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4: Merge and sort the list of the pair-wise transformations generated 

Γ = [(τα1β1
1 ,e1α1β1 ),(τα2β2

2 ,eα2β2
2 ),...] ∍ ∀j > i,eα 'β '

j ≤ eαβ
i   

5: (ΜΓ,ΜE)← () , i = 1  

6: repeat 

7:  repeat  

8:  j = i +1   

9:  if (α i ,βi ) ≠ (α j ,β j )  

10:   if ταiβi
i ,τα jβ j

j  define an assembly of three proteins (that is 

 
{α i ,βi} {α j ,β j} = 3 )  

    first _ two_ form _ trimer = true  

    set e12trimer to the score of the assembly  

   else 

    first _ two_ form _ trimer = false  

11:    repeat  

 

12:    k = j +1   

13:    if ταiβi
i ,τα jβ j

j ,ταkβk
k , define an assembly of all 4 proteins (that is 

 
{α i ,βi} {α j ,β j} {α k ,βk} = {1,2,3,4} ), compute the score of the assembly and update 

(ΜΓ,ΜE)  and the lower bound µ  if assembly scores above µ − ε  

14:    if reached end of Γ  and 

first _ two_ form _ trimer ∧ (eαkβk
k ≥

µ − ε − e12trimer
3

− ε)  or 

¬first _ two_ form _ trimer ∧ (eαkβk
k ≥

µ − ε − (eαiβi
i + eα jβ j

j )
4

− ε)  

, find next Λ  transformations for Ραk
,Ρβk

and update Γ  
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15:    k = k +1   

16:    until first _ two_ form _ trimer ∧ (eαkβk
k ≥

µ − ε − e12trimer
3

− ε)  or 

¬first _ two_ form _ trimer ∧ (eαkβk
k ≥

µ − ε − (eαiβi
i + eα jβ j

j )
4

− ε)  

  /* end if (α i ,βi ) ≠ (α j ,β j )  */ 

17:  if reached end of Γ  and eα jβ j

j ≥
µ − ε − eαiβi

i

5
− ε , find next Λ  transformations for 

Ρα j
,Ρβ j

and update Γ  

18:  j = j +1   

19:  until eα jβ j

j ≥
µ − ε − eαiβi

i

5
− ε  

20: i = i +1   

21: until eαiβi
i ≥

µ − ε
4

− ε  

22: Output: (ΜΓ,ΜE)  

Structure prediction algorithms based on modifications for the algorithms for pairwise 

docking (DOMAINDOCK/PIE), trimer assembly (ASSEMBLE3DOMAINS/PIE) and 

tetramer assembly (ASSEMBLE4DOMAINS/PIE) have been developed.  

Results and Discussion 

The assemble procedure has been tested on 4 protein assembly tasks and 2 domain 

assembly tasks (domain boundaries taken from SCOP). The physics-based scoring 

functions and the comprehensive screening lead to improved predictions of trimer and 

tetramer assemblies. As observed in earlier studies, multiple docking seems to be easier 
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than pairwise docking. The computational cost of trimer assembly is smaller than the cost 

of docking all pairs of proteins. High scoring assemblies found in the early stages of the 

algorithm result in large pruning of the search space.  

 

 

 

Table 10 Each row presents the evaluation of the top model and the closest 
model to the native in the top 10 models returned by Assemble. The entry is the 

Cα Root Mean Square Distance (RMSD) to the native. The entry under 
Combdock is the best model among all models (along with its rank) returned by 
Combdock. Comprehensive screening based on improved potentials leads to an 

improvement over Combdock. 
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Chapter 7 

Performance in CAPRI  

CAPRI (Critical Assessment of Prediction of Interactions) is a community-wide 

experiment in protein-protein docking and assembly. The CAPRI is a blind experiment in 

which researchers throughout the community attempt to dock the same proteins. The 

coordinates of the complex are held privately by the assessors during the course of the 

competition and the docking procedures are evaluated on the basis of their ability to 

predict the correct structure.  

Prediction Notes 

We participated in CAPRI starting with Target 38 (we registered but did not submit any 

models for Target 31 and 32). The docking algorithms and scoring functions were being 

developed and tested on CAPRI targets. For Target 42, computation of the vdw repulsion 

term had an error; we mistakenly used a cutoff distance of 2.0Å  instead of 3.0Å  and all 

of our submissions were disqualified. Targets 43, 44 and 45 were for evaluating the 

ability of the protein docking community to identify pairs of binding proteins from non-

binding proteins. Target 47 was for prediction of water molecules in the interface, we did 

not participate in this target. We introduced the protein-docking server DOCK/PIE from 

Target 46 onwards. Protein structure refinement procedures were introduced from Target 

50. Joel et al. [121] provide a detailed description of targets and performance of protein-

protein docking community on targets T38 to T42. 
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T38 and T39 
Target 38 was an unbound/homology target. We were provided the unbound structure of 

the larger protein centaurin-α1  (PDB entry 3FEH, full sequence of 386 residues and the 

crystal structure having 357 residues - structure missing for parts of the N-terminal, C-

terminal and a 6 residue loop) and the sequence for the second protein - forkhead-

associated (FHA) domain of KIF13B kinesin motor (the sequence had 98 residues). The 

organizers suggested 2G1L as a good template to model the structure of the FHA domain. 

A week into the competition Julie Mitchell shared with the participants a model for the 

structure of the FHA domain. 

We used two variants for the structure of centaurin-α1  – 3FEH and a model 

generated by modeller[82] filling the missing loop within the structure. The structure of 

FHA domain was modeled using LOOPP; the top model was based on the template 

2EH0:A and this was used for docking. The sampling algorithm used for this target (as 

well as Target 39) was based on a variant of geometric hashing algorithm outlined by 

Fischer et al. [49]. A total of 3661937 (3953534 for the receptor with modeled loop) rigid 

body transformations were generated and the atomic contact score [97] (PIELP potential 

trained on atomic contacts) and the number of clashes were computed for each binding 

mode. The top 1000 models with low clashes (<=80) were refined under the OPLS united 

atom force field [65] with a cutoff of 12.0Å  for the electrostatic interactions (no water, 

minimization in vacuum) using conjugate gradient based local minimization that is part 

of the MOIL suite [122]. These structures were rescored using PIE and the top 10 models 

after clustering were submitted under the prediction category. There were no acceptable 

quality predictions for this target.  
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We were given 999 models for the complex as part of the scoring task. The top 10 

models based on the atomic contact potential score after clustering were submitted. There 

were no acceptable quality models present among them. However our 10th model (one of 

the models uploaded by Juan Fernandez-Recio) had the highest fraction of native contacts 

(0.118) compared to the models picked by other scorers. 

Target 39 was an unbound/bound target for predicting the same complex as 

Target 38; we were provided the bound structure of the FHA domain. We used the same 

protocol as in Target 38 and were unsuccessful in prediction as well as scoring. Two 

groups were successful in the prediction category and no scorer was successful. 

T40 
Target 40 was an unbound/bound target. We were provided the unbound structure of 

bovine trypsin (PDB id 1BTY) and the bound structure of the arrowhead trypsin inhibitor 

and were told that each molecule of the inhibitor interacted with two molecules of 

trypsin. During the competition Zhiping Weng shared with the participants information 

that L87 and K145 were involved in the interactions.  

From this target onwards we used FFT based complete search procedure for 

finding high scoring rigid body transformations. We wanted to understand the 

issues/limitations in our potentials and a partial search procedure that did not directly 

optimize atomic-contact score (or residue-contact score where each residue were 

represented using one or two particles) was making it difficult to interpret the results of 

our docking procedure. Further, the models that were uploaded by others as part of the 

scoring round for targets 38 and 39 had better atomic-contact score than the structures we 

sampled using geometric hashing. 
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The shape complementarity score was defined analogous to existing FFT based 

docking algorithms [1, 48, 53, 63, 64]. We define 3 shells around the surface of each 

protein (surface, interior, intermediate, the surface shell was defined by incrementing the 

radii of atoms by 0.65Å ) and discretize them on a grid. For a translation and rotation the 

overlap between the translated and rotated shells of the ligand and the shells of the 

receptor are computed and the shape complementarity is quantified as a linear 

combination of these overlaps (we used a score of 1 for surface-surface contact, -9 for 

intermediate-intermediate contact and -81 for an interior-interior contact). Rotations were 

sampled on a grid generated as described by Julie et al. [123] with an angular spacing of 

40 and translations were discretized on a grid with spacing 1.2Å  

The atomic-contact score was based on pre-calculating number of contacts 

between the cell and each atom type on the receptor (a neighbor grid was computed for 

each atom type) and a grid on the ligand with marked cells containing each atom type and 

convolving them using FFT.  

All transformations scoring below a cutoff on the shape complementarity score 

were discarded (a value of 320 was used), the remaining transformations were scored 

based on the atomic-contact score and the top million transformations were retained. The 

calculation involved 23 FFT operations per rotation; the total time taken was 900 core-

hours (2 hrs and 15 minutes on 400 cores, the hardware was intel xeon 2.33GHz per core, 

8 cores per node, 1GB memory per core). 

Atomic contact score was computed for each of these models (the grid based 

score computed during docking was an approximation) and the top 10 models were 

selected based on clustering. The models were consistent with information on the 
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interface, we were able to identify two binding modes, one of the interfaces included 

K145 and the other L87. For this target (as well as targets 41 and 42) our prediction was 

based on rigid body docking with no refinement. We had an acceptable prediction for 

binding mode B and a prediction within 5.0Å (i-RMSD_bb - backbone and l-RMSD – 

deviation between ligand atoms when the receptor atoms were overlaid on top of each 

other) for binding mode A.  

We were given 2181 models of the complex as part of the scoring task. We 

ranked models based on atomic-contact and solvent accessibility potential and submitted 

the top 10 models having at-most 40 clashes. We were very successful in the scoring task 

for this target, we identified high quality structures for both binding modes (i-RMSD_bb 

below 0.64Å ). Two of the three high quality models we identified in top 10 were from 

the set of models uploaded by Bonvin Lab and the other one was from the set uploaded 

by Wolfson Lab. 

 
Figure 15 Binding mode B, Target 40, comparison of the closest prediction among the 10 models 

submitted (orange) with the crystal structure (light blue) after the inhibitor chains have been overlaid (i-

RMSD_bb was 3.2Å ) 
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Figure 16 Binding mode A, Target 40, comparison of the closest prediction among the 10 models 
submitted (orange) with the crystal structure (light blue) after the inhibitor chains have been overlaid (i-

RMSD_bb was 4.5Å ) 

 

Figure 17 Comparison of best models picked by our scoring compared to the native; we picked up models 

within 0.64Å  (i-RMSD_bb) for both binding modes 

T41 
Target 41 was an unbound/unbound target; it was a complex between a mutant of colicin 

E9 (PDB id 1FSJ) and the immunity protein Im2 (PDB id 2NO8). Homologues for the 

entire complex were present in the PDB (7CEI, 2VLO). We submitted 9 models based on 
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our docking algorithm without using any information from the homologues and were 

unsuccessful in the prediction task. 

We were given 2400 models of the complex as part of the scoring task. We 

followed the same procedure as in Target 40 (a clash threshold of 65 was used) and 

submitted top 10 models based on clustering. Our 10th model was of acceptable quality (i-

RMSD_bb of 3.85Å capturing 36% of native contacts) and this was from the set of 

models uploaded by Bonvin Lab. 

 

Figure 18  Target 41, comparison of near-native model picked up by our scoring, the model picked up was 

within 3.85Å  (i-RMSD_bb) from the native 

T42 

Target 42 was an unbound homo-oligomer target. We were given the sequence of the 

protein (125 residues and told that the N-terminal residues 1-4 and the C-terminal 

residues 108-125 were disordered) and were asked to predict the structure of the 

homotrimer.  
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We modeled the structure of the complete sequence and the well defined region 

(residues 5-107) based on the homologue 1NA3 using SSALN [124] (a sequence, 

predicted secondary structure and relative solvent accessibility based threading 

algorithm). We developed a trimer assembly algorithm for this task. Given proteins 

A,B,C the algorithm performs all pairwise dockings using FFT based algorithm 

maximizing atom-contact score, the sorted list of transformations is traversed considering 

pairs of transformations leading to possible assemblies pruning combinations that score 

below the current maximum (based on the pigeon hole principle; for example if there is 

an assembly scoring 24, the best pairwise interface has to score at-least 8). This target 

was a homooligomer, so we had only one pairwise docking run which took a cumulative 

time of 800 core hours for the truncated protein (the full protein was not used in the 

assembly since the C-terminal in the model was a well-defined helix, and the organizers 

indicated that the region was disordered) and the assembly step took 3000 core hours. 

The top 2 million models were rescored using atomic contact potential and top 10 

assemblies having less than 60 clashes per interface were selected based on clustering 

and presence of space within the model for placing the disordered termini. 

The target was restarted and this time we were asked to predict dimer interfaces. 

We assumed that the dimer binding mode had two-fold symmetry. Translations and 

rotations that admitted symmetry were selected based on the conditions used in the work 

of Eisenstein et al. [125]. We had an error in the computation of the vdw repulsion; we 

mistakenly used a cutoff distance of 2.0Å  instead of 3.0Å  and all of our submissions 

were disqualified; we missed out on this target. 
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The dimer interface A has two-fold symmetry but the interface B has screw 

symmetry (our search space did not include the possibility for interface B). There was no 

scoring task for this target. 

T46 

Target 46 was an unbound (homology) target – it is complex between MTQ2 and 

TRM112. MTQ2 had 165 residues. We were suggested homologues to be used for 

modeling MTQ2 (28% identity, PDB 1t43, 2b3t). TRM112 had 125 residues. We were 

given homolog for TRM112 (15% identity, PDB 2jpa) along with recommended 

sequence alignment to be used in threading. 

T48 and T49 

Target 48 was an unbound docking target. It is the complex between Rieske-type 

Ferredoxin T4MOC (the ligand) with Diiron-hydroxylase toluene 4-monooxygenase (the 

receptor). The unbound receptor existed as a hexamer (two identical hetero-trimers 

assembled into a larger unit, PDB 3dhh). We were given the unbound conformation of 

the ligand (PDB 1vm9). We were told that the receptor (hexamer) interacted with two 

molecules of the ligand. 

Target 49 was the same complex as Target 48 but with a different hexamer configuration. 

Evaluation 

Our expertise in protein-protein docking and the scoring functions constantly improved 

during the period of our participation in CAPRI. As a server/predictor/scorer we were 
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able to select near native models in 5 of the 8 protein-protein docking targets we 

attempted. This is in agreement with the performances on the test sets. 

 

Table 11 Performance is indicated by the number of submitted models of acceptable accuracy or better, specifying 

after the slash the number of models with the indicated accuracy (‘‘**’’ for medium accuracy, and ‘‘***’’ for high 

accuracy). A zero entry indicates that no acceptable model was submitted, whereas an empty entry indicates no 

participation for that target. The entries in rows Overall indicate the number of successful groups. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion and Future Work  

In this thesis we presented studies on computational methods for protein-protein docking. 

We provide advancements in models, algorithms and learning procedures for docking. 

The problem of designing energy functions was approached as a supervised learning task, 

in particular a structured output prediction problem.  

There are three main aspects to a protein-docking algorithm – representation, 

scoring function and search procedure. Fast Fourier Transform based search procedures 

are well established for searching the space of rigid body docking. We enhance the class 

of energy functions that can be employed in FFT based search procedures and provide an 

error-bounded rigid-body docking algorithm.  

We approach the task of designing scoring functions for docking as a supervised 

learning problem. Models of interactions between proteins (energy functions) form the 

basis for docking algorithms. We discuss several strategies to design scoring functions 

for docking with an emphasis on negative design in which incorrect geometries are 

presented to the algorithm that learns to avoid them. We propose learning algorithms 

based on Mathematical Programming and the Structural Support Vector Machine 

(Structural SVM). Docking problem differs from other structured output prediction 

problems in that the task of finding cutting planes at each iteration is computationally 

very expensive and the incremental cost of finding multiple cutting planes is small. 

Practically one can only use the learning for a few iterations. We incorporate large 

chunks of violations in each iteration of structural SVM learning. 

 We developed a parallel interior point method based solver to solve quadratic 
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programs arising in structural SVM learning. The solver is based on systematically 

solving smaller and smaller perturbations of the KKT conditions. The matrix vector 

operations are performed in a completely data parallel manner.  

The output space for docking is 6 dimensional and the experimentally measured 

structures of protein complexes have very low noise levels. This allowed us to approach 

the task of potential design as a ranked retrieval problem - for cases where the scoring 

function fails to rank the native above all encounter complexes try to place it high up in 

the ranking. We explore notions of fitness that encapsulate ranking requirements based 

on low dimensionality and low noise and provide extensions of Structural SVM learning 

algorithms for deriving scoring functions for docking. 

We present algorithms for protein assembly based on our energy functions. The 

assembly algorithm is based on branch and bound procedure and pruning of search space 

based on scores of the assemblies recovered thus far. The assembly procedure is adapted 

to handle limited flexibility of proteins upon docking – hinge and twist motions between 

domains that can be identified a-priori. The work presented here was constantly tested 

through our participation in CAPRI (a world wide competition for evaluating protein 

docking algorithms). Our performance in CAPRI and further tests on independent sets 

confirm the significant capacity of the energy functions to recognize correct modes of 

interactions. 

In the above we summarized the contributions we made to computational protein-

protein docking. It would be interesting to see if our ideas would be effective for refining 

structures from rigid docking for induced fits upon docking – the search spaces for 

refinement are more elaborate but for side chain movements the minimum energy 
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conformations can be computed effectively using dead end elimination. Some of the 

interesting questions are - Are backbone adjustments widely necessary to allow for the 

induced fit? Are there meaningful and efficient loss functions (with fast algorithms for 

finding cutting planes) that can be used for learning to refine? How close to the refolding 

upon docking problem can we get with our learning approach? 

On a different note one could improve docking procedures for other classes of 

bio-molecules like protein-RNA docking, protein-drug docking – Do coarse-grained 

representations generalize well for these cases? How to better approximate electrostatic 

effects? Can the approach be used in virtual ligand screening? How to incorporate active 

learning with Structural SVM?  

Learning with constraints has the interesting possibility of fitting multiple 

properties at once – Can a single potential explain binding modes and binding affinities? 

Does information on protein folds improve models of docking?  

In addition to the above biophysical questions, there are several interesting 

questions about the QP solver and using chunks of violations with structural SVM – How 

to improve the numerical stability of the solver? Can we identify multiple progress 

constraints efficiently? Can we get to the optimum with fewer constraints and less 

iterations? 
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Appendices 

Training Set 

Table 12  List of Unbound Complexes (there are 55 unbound-unbound cases and 123 bound-
unbound cases). 
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Table 13  List of 462 Bound Complexes 
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Evaluation on Zlab Benchmark 

Table 14 Comparing Dock/PIE and ZDOCK+ZRANK on Zlab benchmark. Dock/PIE ranks a near 
native solution at the top / top 10 / top 100 in 19/41/78 cases compared to 14/28/58 by Zdock3.0 
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